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Outline of Issue:  

Over the last several decades, fruit and vegetable production gradually changed in the U.S. 
Agricultural Production became larger-scale with farmers focusing more toward commodity crops and 
away from smaller-scale specialty crop production.   
 
This dramatically changed the agriculture and food supply chain.  Growers moved away from 
diversified fresh market crops, thus resulting in a diminished supply of local and regional produce. 
Today, much of the current supply chain is driven by national, large-scale businesses. 
 
Just 3% of the country’s farmland is used to produce fruit and vegetable crops. The remaining 97% is 
in commodity crops such as corn (29%), soybeans (29%) and wheat (22%). 1   

 

The vast majority, 80%, of wholesale distribution is channeled through self-distributing retailers (e.g., 
The Kroger Co.), distributors (e.g., Sysco and US Foods), and contract foodservice suppliers (e.g., 
Compass Group, Aramark, and Sodexo). 2 
 
On the sales side, wholesales, traditional groceries, and foodservice outlets, constitute 99% of food 
sales. 
 
Direct-to-consumer channels, which include farm stands, farmers markets and community supported 
agriculture (CSA) ventures, account for less than 1% of produce purchases in the United States, but are 
growing rapidly. 3 
 
Food hubs have emerged as critical players in establishing and building strong local and regional food 
systems.  Food hubs can provide efficient local and regional value chain linkages at a vastly reduced 
scale compared to leading industry players. They also create opportunities for small to mid-sized 
producers to reach the markets that constitute the 99% of food sales.4 
 
To that end, expanding this market access for smaller growers in northwest Ohio and southeast 
Michigan, a critical question developed.  Is it feasible to operate a centralized facility located at the 
Erie Street Market in Toledo, Ohio that could engage in a sustainable year-round food hub business? 
 
To answer that question, the Maumee Valley Growers Association (MVGA) conducted a feasibility 
study in 2014-15 to determine if a facility located in Toledo’s central city could engage in a sustainable 
year-round food hub operation using a "farm-to-fork" value chain model.  Both location and 
operations were examined.  The nearest food hubs are over an hour away in both cases - Detroit and 
Ann Arbor, MI.   

 

 

                                                             
1 (UC Davis 2007) 
2 Lindsay/Slama, Building successful food hubs: a Business Planning Guide for Aggregating and Processing Local 
Food in Illinois, January 2012 
3 Martinez, et al. May 2010 
4 Lindsay/Slama, Building successful food hubs: a Business Planning Guide for Aggregating and Processing Local 
Food in Illinois, January 2012 
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Operation (General overview) 

Please note that the title of this study is the Northwest Ohio Food Production and Distribution 
Hub.  The actual facility under consideration is known locally as the Erie Street Market.   
Although there are other potential location choices in the central city, our task was specific to this 
location.  So for clarity and consistency, we will from this point forward refer to the Erie Street Market 
as the location under consideration to operate a sustainable year-round food hub in northwest Ohio. 

Site Location (General Overview) 

The Erie Street Market’s location in the Warehouse District in downtown Toledo is under 
consideration for aggregating, processing and distributing locally produced food products. 
  
The location is historically significant with over 100 years of similar food operations.  Within this 
district, there are three active food distributors.  As recently as last year, Sustainable Local Foods (SLF) 
began its hydroponic operations in the Erie Street Market.  There are at least three other businesses 
in nearby communities launching similar indoor growing operations including a huge Canadian 
operation proposed in Delta, Ohio (just west of Toledo) with up to 175 acres under glass.  Growing 
varieties of hydroponic vegetables year-round in our market area is relatively unique.   
 
Other improvement projects considering the Erie Street Market or nearby downtown locations are 
underway such as “Feed Lucas County Children” (FLCC) and the “Gateway Project”   FLCC is a major 
food kitchen providing up to 3,500 meals daily that is looking to expand their business and the 
“Gateway Project” is an infrastructure improvement project underway by the City of Toledo within 
the Warehouse District 5 to improve downtown’s ingress/egress in 2015-16.  

What is a Food Hub? 

“A regional food hub is a business (for-profit or non-profit) that provides infrastructure or systems 
that connect local and regional producers with local and regional buyers.  Food hubs aggregate, 
distribute, and/or process local and regional products and sell them to wholesale and retail outlets, 
such as schools, hospitals, and grocery stores.” 6  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Illustration: Healthy Food Systems – A Toolkit for Building food hubs, July 2009 (Anthony Flaccavento, 

Appalachian Sustainable Development  

                                                             
5 The Erie Street Market is located within the Warehouse District in Toledo 
6 http://www.wholesomewave.org/resources/faqs/ 
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Erie St. Market – Bay 4 

Farmers’ Market 

The Erie Street Market is adjacent to the 
Farmer’s Market in Toledo’s central city.  
Although the two buildings are contiguous to 
each other, they are separate facilities and 
operations.  They do share common parking 
areas and both are currently owned by the City 
of Toledo.   

Food hubs are usually governed by an advisory 
board of directors and/or a committee 
structure made up of interested 
representatives from the private, public and 
academic sectors.  Committees can be broken 
down into projects or topics of importance 
usually directed by each Chairperson.  A 
geographic region is identified.  A food hub 
may have one, or multiple goals and objectives 
listed under its Mission Statement.7  The Erie 
Street Market food hub will initially operate 
primarily within a 50 mile radius of northwest 
Ohio and southeast Michigan. 

Small and mid-sized farmers are finding it 
increasingly difficult to expand services and 
product distribution at the wholesale levels.  
Wholesale and institutional purchasers are 
challenged with providing enough variety and 
volume of locally fresh produce for their customers.  A food hub is a solution to both of these 
challenges. 
 
A range of food hub benchmarks taken from the “Food Hub Benchmarking Study – Report on Findings, 
National Good Food network (NGFN), 2013 is located in Attachment I. 
 
An online survey completed in 2011 by the National Food Hub Collaboration offers insightful 
information on general characteristics of what makes up a food hub.8  A list of those findings is 
located in Attachment II.   
 
Legal Structures: 
 

 Privately held food hubs (a limited liability corporation or other corporate structure) 

 Nonprofit organizations (which often develop out of community-based initiatives) 

 Cooperatives (owned either by producers and/or consumers) 

 Publicly held food hubs (city owned public market or farmers market carrying out food hub 
activities). 

 

                                                             
7 Northwest Ohio Food Council, Organizational Structure Task Force Summary and Recommendations, (2011) 
8 www.ams.usda.gov/AMSv1.0/getfile?dDocName=STELPRDC5091432 
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Types of Regional food hubs:9 
 

food hub Legal Status Number Percentage 

Privately held 67 40% 

Non profit 54 32% 

Co-Op 36 21% 

Publically held 8 5% 

Other 3 2% 

 
Deciding on a revenue model becomes one of the early decisions the new organization will make.     
 
Once the food hub operator decides on their core mission and vision statement, they can adapt 
examples of other successful food hubs in operation today.   Some involve the management of the 
entire food supply chain while others focus on only a portion.   
 
For example, sub-contracting the logistics aspects such as sorting, packaging and transportation are 
possibilities.  Others food hubs may focus only on a virtual model assisting farmers only with product 
quantity, variety and pricing.  Still others may promote local food awareness and emphasize 
environmental and nutritional benefits through educational outreach to the public. 
 

Simply put: find out what you are good at, find out what you are not so good at, and then get 
the right people to help you.10 

 
Characteristics of a Regional Food Hub:11 
 
Regional food hubs are defined less by a particular business or legal structure, and more by how their 
functions and outcomes affect producers and the wider communities they serve.  A successful food 
hub…  
 

 …carries out or coordinates the aggregation, distribution, and marketing of primarily 
locally/regionally produced foods from multiple producers to multiple markets. 

 

 …considers producers as valued business partners instead of interchangeable suppliers and is 
committed to buying from small to mid-sized local producers whenever possible. 

 

 …works closely with producers, particularly small-scale operations, to ensure they can meet 
buyer requirements by either providing technical assistance or finding partners that can 
provide this technical assistance. 
 

 …uses product differentiation strategies to ensure that producers receive a good price for 
their products. Examples of product differentiation strategies include identity preservation 

                                                             
9 Based on 168 regional food hubs identified by the National Food Hub Collaboration, Dec 2011 
10 USDA AMS March 2012 – Moving Food Along the Value Chain: Innovations in Regional Food Distribution, 
Adam Diamond, Agricultural Marketing Specialist, James Barham, Economist 
 
11 USDA-AMS, Regional Food Hub Resource Guide, April 2012 
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(knowing who produced it and where it comes from), group branding, specialty product 
attribution (such as heirloom or unusual varieties) and sustainable production practices (such 
as certified organic, minimal pesticides, or “naturally” grown/raised). 
 

 …aims to be financially viable while also having positive economic, social, and environmental 
impacts within its region, as demonstrated by carrying out certain production, community, or 
environmental services and activities. 12

It’s important to note that 50 percent of food hubs have recycling programs, 44 percent have 
composting programs, and 22 percent have energy-saving programs. 

Food hubs create market access especially for small and mid-sized farms by accepting products from 
producers (farmers) that would otherwise have limited access to wholesale markets.  In part what 
makes a food hub unique is the price transparency between the producers and customers.  Each 
knows how much the farmer is earning. Often times food hubs offer faster payments then traditional 
food distribution businesses. 

 
Types of Services/Activities Offered by Regional Food Hubs13 

 

Operational Services Producer Services Community/ 
Environmental Services 

Distribution Actively linking producers & 
buyers 

“Buy Local” campaign 

Aggregation Transportation, on-farm pick up Distributing to food deserts 

Brokering Production and postharvest 
training 

Food bank donations 

Branding and marketing Business management services  Employment opportunities 

Packaging and repacking Value-added product 
development 

Health screenings, cooking 
demo’s 

Processing (trimming, cutting, 
freezing 

Food Safety & GAP Training SNAP, Double Up Food Bucks, 
WIC & Senior programs 

Product storage Liability Insurance Customer Transportation  

 Value-added product Recycling & composting 
programs 

 

 
 
 

                                                             
12 Of the 72 food hub managers surveyed by the National Food Collaboration in 2011, 47 percent reported that 
they were actively distributing products to nearby food deserts; thereby increasing access to fresh locally grown 
foods in areas that otherwise might not receive them. 
13 USDA-AMS, Regional Food Hub Resource Guide, April 2012 
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Economic Impact: 
 
“Food hubs provide opportunities for more local food procurement at a larger scale, which can create 
jobs, generate business taxes, and increase earnings throughout the region as production increases 
locally.   
 
Regional food hubs create jobs directly, for the operation of the hub, and also indirectly, as a 
supportive environment for job opportunities for the region—including agricultural jobs and other 
jobs along the supply chain. 
 
According to the 2011 NFHC survey, food hubs themselves create an average of seven full-time jobs 
and five part-time jobs.”  14 
 
Food hubs are an emerging market.  “62% of food hubs are less than five years old, 31% have at least 
$1,000,000 in annual revenue, and the majority of food hubs (including those operated by nonprofits) 
are in metropolitan areas and support their businesses with little or no grant assistance.  
 
The most financially successful food hubs tend to be for-profit and cooperative in structure, in 
operation for more than 10 years, and working with a relatively large number of producers.  Newer 
hubs are more likely to be reaching out to supply good food to low-income communities.”  15  
 
As shown below, Startup & Fast Growth Stages are characterized by a rapid influx of people attracted 
to the emerging opportunities. These stages increase the vulnerability of the new business as the 
number of supplier/buyer relationships and the growth of employment both increase dramatically.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                             
14 USDA-AMS, Regional Food Hub Resource Guide, April 2012 
15 Michigan State University’s Center for Regional Food Systems (CRFS) in cooperation with the Wallace Center 
at Winrock International, surveyed more than 100 food hubs across the United States (Fischer, Hamm, Pirog, 
Fisk, Farbman, & Kiraly), 2013 

Business Life Cycle 

Start  - up Fast Growth Mature  - Stable Decline 
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Illustration on previous page:  Trefor Munn-Venn and Roger Voyer, Clusters of Opportunity, Clusters of Risk, 
Conference Board of Canada, August 2004, p. 14 

 
Another study conducted in Northeast Ohio found that if the 16-county Northeast Ohio Region were 
to meet 25 percent of its need for food with local production, it would result in 27,664 new jobs, 
providing jobs for 1 in 8 unemployed residents, as well as increase annual regional output by $4.2 
billion and increase State and local tax collections by $126 million.16 
 
Fueled by entrepreneurial thinking and sound economic practices coupled with a desire for social and 
environmental impact, food hubs are showing impressive sales performance and helping to retain and 
create new jobs in the food and agricultural sectors.  Examples would be partners that provide 
technical assistance in such areas as branding, on-line accounting services, virtual markets, production 
planning, season extension, sustainable production practices, food safety and post-harvest handling 
and new value-added services. 
 
A local produce distributor can be a regional food hub. Many local produce distributors operate as 
food hubs, and they all share the following attributes: 
 

 They have a commitment to buy from small to mid-sized local growers whenever possible. 
 

 They work closely with their producers to build their capacity to meet wholesale buyer 
requirements. 
 

 They ensure a good price for their growers’ products by using product differentiation 
strategies to command a premium in the marketplace. 
 

 They ultimately they see their producers as valued partners rather than interchangeable 
suppliers. 

 
A good example is Walsma and Lyons17, a privately held fresh produce distribution company that has 
operated near Grand Rapids, MI, since 1949. The company has long-established relationships with 
small and mid-size growers.  They connect growers with food safety information, ensure they meet 
buyers’ GAP requirements, repack to make orders smaller and more manageable for food service 
customers, provide liability insurance, and preserve the regional identity of products so growers can 
earn a higher premium. 
 
Food hubs have also made investments in food distribution infrastructure.  They can own or lease a 
warehouse that functions as a drop-off point for producers and a pickup point for distribution firms 
and other customers.  Other operations have not invested in distribution infrastructure but have 
opted to develop strategic partnerships with other supply chain partners who can provide 
warehousing, processing and transportation services.  There are other local investments made by food 
hubs as well, such as owning or leasing trucks and other equipment needed for processing.   
 

                                                             
16 Masi, B., L. Shaller, and M. Shuman (December 2010). The 25% Shift: The Benefits of Food Localization for 
Northeast Ohio and How to Realize Them. www.neofoodweb.org/sites/default/files/resources/the25shift-
foodlocalizationintheNEOregion.pdf 
17 http://walsmalyons.com/ 
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Food Hubs Differ from Food Distributors: 

 
A “blur” between traditional distributors and regional food hubs may become more 
commonplace.  Food hub models differ by drawing new farmer participation resulting in nominal 
competitiveness.   As an emerging market in northwest Ohio, Toledo’s food hub should have an 
advantage until other larger metro areas establish their own food hubs.  As hubs grow their 

operations and their markets overlap, collaborative relationships may trump typical 
competitiveness as awareness and demand for locally and regionally grown produce 
increases.   
 
It is also important to note that some farmers markets have begun to take on these aggregation and 
strategic marketing roles and could be classified as a food hub.   An example would be the Santa 
Monica Farmers Markets, a group of four publicly operated farmers markets that opened in Santa 
Monica, CA, between 1981 and 1995. They also provide a year-round “farmers market salad bar” to 
their local Malibu Unified school district.18   
 
In most urban centers, distribution systems are already in place for most products on a national scale.  
So why do we need to duplicate and compete with those efforts?  Food hubs differ from traditional 
food distribution businesses in several ways: 

 Food hubs have different pricing and payment practices than the traditional sector.  Regional 
food enterprises build practices into their operations that drive increased margin to 
producers.  They create price transparency where the producers and customers know how 
much of the final price the producer is getting.  They also often offer faster payments than 
traditional food business. 

 

 Food hubs create market access for small and mid-sized farms.  Food hubs accept products 
from producers that would otherwise have limited access to the wholesale markets into which 
the food hubs sell.   

 

 Food hubs provide training and other development services to producers.  Food hub staff time 
goes to assisting producers and helping to improve these often nontraditional agricultural 
businesses.  Growers could experience economic gains through extending their growing 
season to meet consumer demand for locally grown products year-round resulting in new jobs 
development. 

 

 Food hubs that are joined with a farmers market or a growing operation can offer an 
agritourism experience for both the public and school children.  Public awareness has 
increased as people become more interested in how their food is produced. They want to 
meet farmers and processors and talk with them about what goes into food production.  It 
also provides visitors with unique ways to learn about Ohio and Michigan farms.  Although 
agritourism generally involves any operation or activity that brings visitors to a farm or ranch, 
this could also include a visit to a farmers market in an urban setting.  A wide variety of fun 
and educational activities can be available including produce and value-added food sampling, 
seasonally themed festivals, and visits from farm animals. 

                                                             
18 http://www.smgov.net/portals/farmersmarket/ 
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“According the USDA, agritourism is becoming increasingly important to the U.S. economy.  A 
conservative estimate based on data from 2000 shows that overall travel and tourism industries 
accounted for 3.6 percent of all U.S. employment.  In fact, 1 out of every 18 people in the U.S. has a 
job directly resulting from travel expenditures.”19 
 
Here are some notable research results that support the increasing importance of locally sourced 
foods: 

National and Local Research Data: 

According to a recent study by USDA’s Economic Research Service, local food sales through all 
marketing channels in the United States were estimated to be $4.8 billion in 2008 and are projected 
to climb to $7 billion in 2011.20 
 

 In a 2011 consumer survey, 86 percent of respondents called the presence of local foods “very 
important” or “somewhat important” to their choice of food store, up from 79 percent in 
2009.21 

 

 In a 2011 survey of nearly 1,800 chefs, locally grown foods was picked as the top restaurant 
trend for 2012, which is the fourth year in a row as the top trend.22 

 

 The number of farm to school programs, which use local farms as food suppliers for school 
meal programs, totaled more than 2,000 in 2011, a five-fold increase since 2004.23 

 
Our region is fortunate to have a plethora of local data and survey information collected in recent 
years to support the development of a food hub which could result in a significant economic impact 
for our region.   
 
In March of 2011, Ken Meter concluded his study entitled Ohio’s Food Systems – Farms at the Heart of 
It All.  It was commissioned by the University of Toledo Urban Affairs Center with funds from the Ohio 
Department of Agriculture.  Listed below are just some of those key findings: 

 Clusters of community-based food businesses are forming across Ohio.  These clusters create 
jobs, but do even more by creating collaborative groups of new business owners. 

 

 Food is a major industry within Ohio. 
 

 The key “lever” driving change in the Ohio food system is commerce based on relationships of 
mutual trust through clusters of firms that grow in concert with each other to create both 
resilience and stability for Ohio. 

                                                             
19 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Agritourism 
20

 Low, Sarah A., and Stephen Vogel. Direct and Intermediated Marketing of Local Foods in the United States, 
ERR-128, USDA, Economic Research 
Service, November 2011. www.ers.usda.gov/Publications/ERR128 
21

  
22 

 
23  
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 $30 billion flows away from Ohio each year due to the predominantly large-scale-structure of 
the national and international farm and food economy.24  

 
In a follow-up study in 2012, Mr. Meter focused exclusively on our region.  “Northwest Ohio 
consumers spend $3.3 billion on food each year, most produced outside the region.  Only $6.8 million 
is sold directly by farmers to consumers.  If just 15 percent of the food we eat at home were 
purchased directly, it would mean $305 million of new income for the region’s farmers, according to 
data compiled for a regional food system assessment.” 25   
 
Another way to look at it is “if each Northwest Ohio resident bought $5 of food each week from a 
local farm, this would generate $345 million of new farm income—one third of the total cash receipts 
farmers now earn.”26 
 
However, a food hub’s role is more than just improving the local food and farm economy.  It must 
consider other important roles as part of its community leadership: 
 

 Invest in building solid relationships of trust among community members. 
 

 Build citizen capacity to coordinate local food activity through the Northwest Ohio Food 
Council.  
 

 Assist with compiling comprehensive databases covering local health and environmental 
issues, economic conditions, business opportunities, and social conditions. 
 

 Create a “farm system” that grows and supports new farmers.  
 

 Create efficiencies for local food trade.  
 

 Encourage the use of renewable energy such as solar electric, solar thermal (hot water), wind 
and off-line generation systems using food waste as feed stock. 

  

 Create regional investment funds.  
 

 Create a culture of food and fitness.27  
 
Developing sustainable, regional year-round food production operations becomes more critical as 
water becomes scarce on the West Coast and the cost of transportation continues to sky rocket and 
be unpredictable.  Product diversity, quality and food safety are also important considerations.    

                                                             
24 Meter, Ken. University of Toledo Urban Affairs Center. (2011). Crossroads Resource Center: Ohio’s Food 
Systems – Farms At The Heart Of It All http://www.crcworks.org/ohfood.pdf 
25 Meter, Ken. University of Toledo Urban Affairs Center. (2012). Finding Food In Northwest Ohio 
http://crcworks.org/ohnwfood.pdf  
26 Meter, Ken. University of Toledo, Urban Affairs Center, (2011). NW Ohio(and SE Michigan) Local Farm & Food 
Economy, Highlights of a data compilation  
27 Meter, Ken. University of Toledo Urban Affairs Center. (2012). Finding Food In Northwest Ohio 
http://crcworks.org/ohnwfood.pdf 
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In the absence of a centralized location, coordinating a collaborative initiative is problematic 
especially when the need to meet and exchange goods is required.    
 
This feasibility study assesses the ability to create and operate a sustainable centralized facility that 
will coalesce like-minded partners who together will create enough critical mass to reduce costs while 
strengthening the marketplace.   
 
 
Anticipated Outcomes: 
 
First:  Determine if the Erie Street Market’s centralized site location is best suitable for aggregating, 
processing, and distributing locally produced food products.  

Second:  Identify operational costs associated with a calendar year enterprise.   

Third:  Ascertain the interest level of regional stakeholders and their capacities to participate in a 
managed food hub. 

This study commenced on September 30, 2014 and was completed on March 31, 2015. See 
Attachment IX for final press release. 

 

Study Approach (Feasibility Study): 
 
The Feasibility Study included interviews spanning from one-on-one meetings to public forums which 
included community and academic leaders, focus groups and other interested community 
organizations.  Public engagement included a variety of surveys being conducted throughout the 
process, multiple public presentations and distribution of handouts.   

MVGA representatives also met with dozens of potential customers.  Our co-grant collaborator 
Sustainable Local Foods provided some of this outreach.   

Unique to this supply chain is having enough product quantity and variety available to sell.  The 
Maumee Valley Growers Association, it’s Business Committee and Farmer’s Market Association 
provided several opportunities to gather input, opinions and concerns among the growers.  

Overall, these stakeholders provided valuable insight to the food supply chain model.  A list of these 
primary stakeholders is identified on page 46 of this study.  Email contact information is included in 
Attachment III. 

As mentioned earlier, many of our stakeholders did not understand what a food hub was and how it 
differed from a more traditional distribution company.  As a result, more references were needed and 
acknowledged for this study than originally anticipated.  However, we found this to be very helpful as 
we quickly established support for the need of a food hub.  The bigger question became the desire.   

 
Overview: 
 
The Erie Street Market building located at 237 S. Erie Street is the site location selected for the food 
hub operation.  Atypical of most urban settings, it is surrounded by plenty of free parking. 
 
“It was built in 1911 at a cost of $90,000 and has served as the City Market for many years.  A large 
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Sustainable Local Foods 

auditorium was added in 1929.  Later it was home to the City of Toledo Services Building.  The building 
was once listed on the National Register of Historic Places.  However, alterations in the early 1970’s 
removed most of the character-defining features and the building was subsequently delisted. 

 
The facility is located in the Warehouse 
District.  It’s most recent usage was to sell, 
store and distribute a variety of customer 
goods at the retail level. Today there is a 
variety of land uses within the neighborhood.  
Commercial and warehousing comprise 
approximately 35% of the land use in the 
district. This provides the catalyst that has 
propelled the economy for the Warehouse 
District.” 28 

 
This study also acknowledges the guidelines set forth by the most recent 2012 Vision Statement for 
the Warehouse District.  Much planning and time has been invested by community leaders in 
developing a viable and unique neighborhood plan not only for the City of Toledo but for the region as 
well. 
 
The Erie Street Market’s centralized location, easy 

access to the interstate system and its value- added 

unique collaboration with food businesses already 

operational nearby are of great benefit and create a 

competitive advantage:   

 Farmers’ Market – This market operates for 
seven months outside and five months 
inside.   A food hub could extend the 
seasonal variety of available produce.  It 
was recently awarded (2015) a $62,747 
grant to promote its operations and the 
district as a destination point. 

 

 Food Distribution - There are currently two, 
for-profit distribution companies located 
adjacent to the Market and another a few 
blocks away. 

 

 Hydroponic Food Production – Sustainable 
Local Foods is growing several varieties of 
hydroponic vegetables year-round in two of 
the four bays within the Erie Street Market.  
Their distribution and sales volumes are 
ramping up.  Expansion plans are underway 
for the near future. 

                                                             
28 2012 Vision Statement for the Warehouse District\ 

Erie St. Market – Bay 1, 2, 3 

Farmer's Market 
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Although the focus of the study was the Erie Street Market facility, we did want to acknowledge other 

projects under evaluation or in-progress in the immediate area.  Collectively, their influence on 

environmental, social and operational capabilities is of significant importance to both short and long-

term sustainably planning.  For example: 

 

 Feed Lucas County Children (FLCC) - Major food kitchen providing up to 3,500 meals daily is 
looking to expand operations.  Recently awarded $1,000,000 grant for capital improvements 
for a larger facility (2015-16) 

 

 Gateway Project - Major infrastructure improvements underway by the City of Toledo and the 
State of Ohio within the District are designed to improve ingress/egress, branding and 
potential road re-routing opportunities. (2015-16)  
 

 Grocery Store – Currently in discussions 
 

 U.S. Post Office – Large distribution facility that may soon have space available (2015-16).  It is 
located adjacent to the Warehouse District on a major collector street (Broadway) linking 
downtown with Toledo’s eastside and south-end communities.  

 

 Other Vacant Land/Buildings – Repurposing opportunities exist within the District. 

 

 City of Toledo parking study – On going 

 

Throughout 2014-15, site tours were hosted by Sustainable Local Foods promoting their hydroponic 

operation for local government officials, community leaders, development practitioners/planners, 

teachers/students and university and research professionals.    

This study identified a coalition of stakeholders.  To create greater project awareness, a series of 

individual and public meetings were held to gather valuable input to coalesce future collaboration and 

development opportunities. 

Finally, progress reports (milestones) were made monthly to MVGA’s Business Committee, bi-monthly 

to the Board of Directors of the MVGA and via email to those stakeholders requesting updated 

information.   

The Feasibility Study was conducted by Executive Director/Consultant Joe Perlaky of the Maumee 

Valley Growers Association.  Mr. Perlaky’s bio is included in Attachment IV.    
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Goals and Objectives: 
 
Project Description: 
 
The study will determine if the Erie Street Market facility is the best site suitable for processing, 
aggregating and distributing regionally produced food products.  
 
We will address the building, its capabilities, location and costs and stakeholders who could 
potentially support its operation and determine the food hub’s short and long-term sustainable 
operation.  
 
Opportunity/Need: 
 
The nearest food hub operations are located 60 miles north in Detroit and Ann Arbor.  Local farmers 
indicated they would appreciate more drop points and distribution opportunities. 
 
Is there enough interest within the community of northwest Ohio to support a food hub operation?   

Yes, all indicators confirm interest and need! 

The Erie Street Market is a centralized, neutral site located within northwest Ohio.  Taking advantage 
of this facility could provide the community a new food venue to distribute local food products; hold 
food education discussions; offer healthy living and cooking classes; purchase locally produced, value-
added foods in a café setting; and implement examples of other successes throughout the U.S. that 
are adaptable to our region.   

The food hub located at the Erie Street Market could host local and regional food summits.  Speakers 
could include industry representatives from grocery (retail), wholesale and institutional food service 
distribution, mobile pantries, CSAs, caterers and eventually meat processing and dairy producers.  
Topics could include food safety, transportation, research, energy alternatives, specialty crop 
programs, value-added products, local and state policy recommendations, nutrition, general well-
being and healthy living, community gardens, etc.   

Northwest Ohio has a history of studying and promoting agricultural greenhouse clusters.  For a seven 
year period, the University of Toledo’s Urban Affairs office conducted a study that identified the 
floriculture industry as a significant business cluster in northwest Ohio.  This resulted in the formation 
of MVGA which now features over 70 greenhouse growers responsible for nearly $100,000,000 in 
annual wealth creation (using business multiples) to the area.  MVGA is now a viable, sustainable 
organization with a part-time Executive Director.   

Two years ago, the 50 year old Toledo Area Flower and Vegetable Growers Association (TAFVGA) 
joined forces with MVGA to streamline the duplication of services within each organization’s mission, 
goals and objectives.  It appears this trend of consolidation among floriculture, food and nursery 
products is becoming more common.   

There are examples of for-profit industries where mergers and acquisitions are financially beneficial.  
Similarly, non-profit organizations are increasingly partnering to eliminate duplicative efforts and 
costs. The activities generated in this grant have already promoted a network of collaboration 
between our food partners.  Food awareness is at an all-time high.     
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“Ag co-ops enjoyed record net income (before taxes) of $6.2 billion, besting the previous high of $6.1 
billion, set in 2012.  Co-op income is either reinvested in the co-op for needed improvements or 
returned to the member-owners. It then circulates in local communities. 

The number of full-time employees working for ag co-ops climbed by almost 7,000 in 2013 to 136,000, 
up 5% from 2012. Counting seasonal employees, ag co-ops employ 191,000 people. 

U.S. farm numbers remained about the same in 2013 as in 2012, with USDA counting 2.1 million in 
both years.  There are now 2,186 farmer, rancher and fishery cooperatives, down from 2,236 in 2012. 
Mergers account for most of the drop, resulting in larger cooperatives.”29 

 Product and Services 
 

This facility will connect local and regional produce growers with local and regional 
buyers.  The hub’s initial focus will be on produce exclusively.  As operations become 
more stable and efficient, product diversity will gradually increase. 
 

 Distribution Center 
 

The Erie Street Market facility is well suited to accommodate a distribution center with affordable 
first floor flex space, utilities, dockage, existing infrastructure and free adjacent parking.  There are 
other buildings in the central city that are comparable but none within the Warehouse District 
specifically that offer this variety of amenities at this time.   

 
Agritourism 

 
The Erie Street Market also provides a perfect venue for public tours and a positive learning 
experience for students to study food and hydroponics.    

 
Most people have not been exposed to year-round hydroponic growing and many children 
unfortunately have little or no knowledge about where their food comes from.  Visiting this facility 
is one of the best ways to connect urban and rural agriculture.  Tours can provide a fascinating 
and educational experience for both young and old as visitors learn about the value of supporting 
a local food system first-hand from farm to fork. 

 
The Erie Street Market has built-in amenities and logistical accommodations not often found on a 
typical farm.  The facility is clean, has plenty of restroom and hand-washing facilities, a meeting 
room, temperature-controlled environment, easy access to the interstate system and plenty of 
paved parking.  

 
  

                                                             
29 USDA, Secretary Vilsack, News Release No. 0217.14 Nation's Ag Co-ops Set Record for Annual Sales and 
Income, 9-30-14 
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Target Market: 
 
The target market for the food hub consists of two major groups – Producers and Buyers in three 
market segments – Retail, Wholesale, Institutional and Hybrid. 

 

 Producers (Farmers) 
 

The food hub would be interested in attracting both established and new growers.  Each has 
something to offer.  Established or traditional, farmers bring experience, advice and legacy 
information to the mix.  They are more likely to engage with a new food hub if direct 
communications are initiated by a familiar person, company or farm and meetings have an agenda 
focused on the bottom line.  Communicating via email and social media is generally not their 
strong suit. 
 
Young people and sustainably-minded growers are more likely to attend open community 
meetings and respond to a message focused on organic crops or healthy foods.  They are very 
comfortable with electronic communication channels.  
 
Both groups are important and bring something different to the table.  Collectively, each is looking 
for help in selling their products regardless whether they grow field crops or greenhouse produce.  
Some growers are interested in augmenting their existing floriculture business with food sales.  
Securing these early adopters and their customer markets are critical areas of focus in this study. 

 

 Buyers (Customers) 
 

Food hubs can be categorized by the customers they serve. According to a survey published by the 
USDA-AMS entitled Regional Food Hub Resource Guide in April of 2012, they compiled a list of 
primary and secondary markets.  These are illustrated below. 
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The survey also provided information on typical food hub product offerings which is   
illustrated below. 
 
 

 
 

Hub operators also see selling “seconds” as a way to reduce waste and increase revenue. They also 
view processing (i.e., value added) as a way to offer a greater variety of off-season products and keep 
buyers engaged on a year-round basis.   

 
 

o Retail – Farm-to-Consumer Model 
 

The food hub is responsible for marketing, aggregating, packaging, and distributing products 
directly to consumers. This includes multi-farm community supported agriculture (CSA). 
 
Food hubs can provide an alternative outlet for CSAs.  Often located in a rural area, CSAs are 
farms or a network of multiple farms that offer consumers a regular allotment of locally-
grown farm products during one or more harvest season(s) on a subscription or membership 
basis.   
 
It’s not unusual for CSA’s to provide organic products which would be a unique niche, and 
diversify the offerings for the food hub.  According to a recent USDA report in September of 
2014, consumer demand for organic products continues to grow across the country, 
representing a $35 billion dollar industry in 2013. 30 
  

                                                             
30 Organic Trade Association (OTA), Industry Survey, October 2014 
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o Wholesale/Institutional - Farm-to-Business/Institution Model 

 
Under the farm-to-business or farm to institution model, food hubs sell to wholesale market 
buyers, such as food cooperatives, grocery stores, institutional food service companies, and 
restaurants. Food hubs provide new wholesale market outlets for local growers that would be 
difficult or impossible for them to access individually. 
 
Schools are excellent collaborative partners because the food hub can provide educational 
opportunities for school tours. Connecting the future with the past, integrating the city with 
the farm, may be the first time a student is exposed to the value of better nutrition. 
 
Building upon this first experience, school menus can feature an array of products from local 

and regional farmers.  Teachers can provide information to their students which include 

lessons about food, agriculture and the importance of healthy eating.  An investment in the 

health of our students is also an investment in our farmers who grow the food and our local 

economies.   

According to the USDA, “in school year 2011-2012, schools purchased $386 million in local 

food from farmers, ranchers, fishermen, and food processors and manufacturers.  And an 

impressive 56 percent of school districts report that they will buy even more local foods in 

future school years.”31  When students have experiences such as tending a school garden or 

visiting a farm, they’re more likely to make healthy choices in the cafeteria.   

“Most institutional food service buyers are looking to receive produce items that require no 

additional preparation or processing before they are incorporated into menus. This is 

particularly true in the case of school and university cafeterias, where kitchens often lack the 

labor and equipment for onsite food preparation, available refrigerated storage is limited, and 

cafeteria personnel are accustomed to using and serving bagged or fresh cut fruit and 

vegetables.” 32 

Sometimes college and university dining services can use seconds for most items because they 

will be chopping, slicing or cooking them. Funds provided by churches, civic groups and 

individuals can purchase seconds directly from local farmers at a discounted price then 

distributed to families in need.  

Hospitals and medical centers are interested in developing programs based around food 

security, deserts and overall human obesity.  They often partner with farmers’ markets and 

food banks promoting food access, healthy living through education and cooking classes.  The 

Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP) and the recent success of the double SNAP 

program allows for even more affordability of products being offered. 

 

                                                             
31 Secretary Vilsack, Farm to School Programs Create New Opportunities for Famers, October 2, 2014  
32 USDA-AMS, Regional Food Hub Resource Guide, April 2012 
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o Hybrid/Other: 
 
Under the hybrid model, the food hub sells to wholesale market buyers and also directly to 
consumers.   
 
One notable aspect of food hubs regardless of whether you sell to retail, wholesale or 
industrial vendors is that many of them work with their producers and buyers in advance of 
the season to coordinate production, planning and pricing with anticipated demand. 

 
 
Types of Services/Activities Offered by Regional food hubs33 

 

Market Model Number Percentage 

Farm to Business/Institution 
(wholesale, institutional) 

70 42% 

Farm to Consumer  
(grocery, retail) 

60 36% 

Hybrid 
( wholesale, institutional, retail) 

38 22% 

 

Based on input generated by this study, farmers and other organizations tend to prefer a target 
market slightly more reflective of a Farm to Business/Institution model. 

 

 Branding:  

Promoting the food hub brand and the name of each farmer who grow the produce is common as 
a function of their mission.   As a provider of local goods and services, it’s an all-encompassing 
effort.   

 
Logo design, slogan or bylines, use of colors, packaging characteristics, musical jingles or maybe a 
spokesperson or character representative are all basic components of the branding process.  The 
greater challenge may be the execution of consensus building, planning, repetition, advertising, 
time invested and money spent to eventually achieve a recognized and proven reputation.   
 
In other words, how will supply chain suppliers and consumers recognize locally grown products?  
We believe much of this answer ultimately depends on the food hub operator’s ability to promote 
product familiarity, quality and service over a period of time. 
  
Today, a few successful local food brands such as Packo’s, Dei Fratelli's, and Spangler’s have taken 
decades to achieve this level of recognition.  The Center for Innovative Food Technology (CIFT) 
assists dozens of area food producers and value-added providers working diligently toward that 
goal and ultimately can be participants of the food hub’s distribution network.     
 
What are some strategies to consider when getting the word out and building the supply chain? 
 

                                                             
33 USDA-AMS, Regional Food Hub Resource Guide, April 2012 
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Potential farmer participants and other vendors will be contacted in many ways.  Advertising 
through trade organizations, personal visits, open meeting discussions / presentations, phone 
calls, emails, social media, newspaper articles and press releases are just some examples.  A food 
hub logo and link can also be included on partner websites (Maumee Valley Growers Association, 
Farmers’ Market, Northwest Ohio Food Council etc.) to increase awareness and promote 
participation.    
 
Similar to vendor outreach efforts, customers can be introduced to purchasing opportunities. 
Grant partner Sustainable Local Foods (SLF) has identified dozens of wholesale and institutional 
customers interested in purchasing produce.  Future plans are to share and develop those 
relationships into sales revenue with other growers. 
 
“The branding effort can organize tastings where customers can try the products and get to know 
the entrepreneurs.  This interaction helps consumers develop a long-term, emotional bond to the 
entrepreneurs, the region and the brand, which tends to generate repeat purchases and informal 
marketing of the products among their friendship networks.”34 
 
Currently, the food hub location which is adjacent to the Farmers’ Market is ideal as an 
agritourism experience.  If promoted collectively, it should increase foot traffic beneficial for both 
operations.  The public has an increased interest in how their food is produced. They want to 
meet farmers and processors and talk with them about what goes into food production.  

Education and awareness is not limited to food hub participants.  Community and school tours 
promoting the importance of wellness and healthy eating can also be encouraged. 

Eventually, the brand could open doors for small businesses to serve grocery chains or larger 
institutional needs.  This requires a supply chain of producers, distributers and marketers capable 
of meeting promises, deadlines as well as navigating governmental rules and regulations. 
 
A series of monthly meetings hosted by the Northwest Ohio Food Council recently drove home 
these points by focusing on the importance of branding a local food hub.   

o Series of Questions Posed: 
 

 What is the story we want to tell about our regional food brand (history, value, 
personal identity, key identifiers, and local economy?  

 What are first concepts or images that come to mind? 
 What is the message we want to convey? 
 What existing organizations can help promote the process? 
 What geographic scope of production and distribution is needed? 
 What types of products should be included? 
 Does it matter if the food is locally grown vs. locally produced? 
 Can we piggyback off another local brand?  
 Should we pursue value added opportunities? 

                                                             
34 FarmAid,  ACEnet’s Food Ventures Project, 94 Columbus Road Athens, Ohio 45701 www.acenetworks.org  740-
592-3854 
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 How do we tell the story of the farmer? 
 Should we put a “face” on our local effort? 
 How does the branding initiative promote the local economy? 
 How do we convince growers to be collaborators vs. competitors? 
 How can the Toledo Farmers’ Market be a part of this effort? 

 

 Unique Benefits  
 

There has been an enormous expansion of interest in both local foods and in maintaining a 
healthier lifestyle.  The mechanism that brings it all together could be a regional food hub.  The 
benefit of a local food supply chain system allows all participants access to the farm to fork 
initiative.   

 
Other benefits are knowing where your food comes from, reduced food miles or carbon footprint, 
improved nutrition through riper produce, more variety from heritage varieties and breeds, 
increased food safety from local farms and processors, and increased availability of organic and 
sustainably produced food, with less packaging and processing. 

 
There are several additional benefits that accrue to local farmers and the economy, once an 
aggregation and distribution hub is in place.  See below:35 

 

o Producers 
 Northwest Ohio/Southeast Michigan farmers. 
 Younger farmers who are attracted to both the organic and sustainable production 

methods. 
 

o Customers 
 Smaller grocers, corner stores, independent restaurants, health food and specialty 

stores, public school and college dining halls, hospitals and an array of other large 
institutional buyers or large businesses. 

 Processing, aggregation and other distribution companies, community kitchens, 
independent brokers, multinational food processing companies. 

 
o Other 

 Related job creation in processing, packing and grading, and food preparation 
facilities, and for truckers delivering food to markets.  (Salad cabinet makers for 
schools.) 

 Suppliers of greenhouses that provide feed, seed and breeding stock, organic or 
specialized materials, irrigation, mulch, compost and other supplies and equipment. 

 Developing new, value added food products using excess product or seconds.  

 
  

                                                             
35 Anthony Flaccavento, Appalachian Sustainable Development, Healthy Food Systems – A Toolkit for Building 
Food Hubs, July 2009 
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Competitive Analysis 
 

Currently, food hubs in our region are scarce with little competition.  It’s still an emerging market.  In 

time, we expect food hubs to overlap geographically and encourage collaboration.  However at this 

time, early adopters may have an advantage, at least initially. 

Illustration: Food Hubs Link Consumers With Locally Farmed Food, The Associated Press. Dec. 27, 2014, 

 
 
Our region does have seasonal food competitors which reflect the agricultural growing season.   
 
In the summer, competition is primarily between local providers both field and greenhouse producers.  
Farmer markets flourish and offer fresh produce during the growing season when field crops are 
prevalent and pricing is low.  Historically, many greenhouse operations don’t compete in this seasonal 
market and simply dedicated their efforts to floriculture production.  Many floriculture growers “shut 
down for the season” starting in June or July.  Those operations that do stay open generally do not 
switch to greenhouse food production even though some still have farming obligations.   
 
There have been discussions between some greenhouse growers of planting tomatoes for example in 
June and July to time the harvest during the early winter months thus having a more favorable local 
supply and demand need.  Only a few are pursuing this opportunity because of heating (energy) costs, 
pathogen issues switching from flowers to food, unknown market sales volume and pricing levels. 
Although reticent to diversify and test the food market, this seasonal down time for greenhouse 
growers might be a prime opportunity. 
 
In the winter, competitors are primarily growers located in warmer regions both nationally and 
internationally.  Their produce is imported into our area and competes with only a “handful” of 
greenhouse growers, mostly hydroponic.  This is a huge opportunity IF the local enterprise can 
operate profitably.    
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 The Belgium Model 
 
During the shoulder (Oct-Dec and Mar-Apr) and winter months the best way to determine the 
potential of food production profitability in the US’s northern tier is to compare pricing and costs 
structures with other successful models.   
 
To gain insight, the University of Toledo, OSU, USDA, MVGA and other industry representatives 
made three visits to Belgium in 2009, 2010 and 2011. “The intent of the visit was to observe and 
learn about the Flemish system and to identify the possibilities for Ohio.”  36 
 

o Array of crops (and crop varieties) 
o Production methods and technologies 
o Quality and safety standards 
o Marketing system and branding 
o Economic, energy, public, and government pressures 
o Coordination/organization of growers and support of allied businesses 
o Similarities to and differences from NW OH 

 
The findings were that this model could be duplicated in the U.S. but not quickly.  This European 

model took nearly forty years to advance to a level of supply chain efficiency and complexity it 

now has.  Building our system strategically one step, and if supported by best business practices, 

we can eventually achieve similar success.   

A good initial step might be a brand marketing approach concurrent with sales contract 

commitments targeted for higher quality-minded clientele.   In other words, create and establish a 

quality brand while at the same time expanding the food hub cash flow streams through pre-

approved contract sales.  Deliver what you promise with a quality second to none.   A one, three 

and five year strategic plan should be written and followed.   A needs assessment including a 

breakeven analysis strategy as it relates to our regional market is the next step in determining 

barrier of entry and other challenges in a complex food supply chain enterprise.   

From an economic development perspective, examples of three strategies practitioners look for 
when evaluating community wealth and job creation opportunities are:  business retention, 
business creation and business attraction.  For a comparison of some Ohio and Belgium social, 
economic, environmental and geographical comparisons see Attachment V. 
 
Belgium’s greenhouse technology is more advanced than in the U.S. but America is catching up. 
 

o New Emphasis on Urban Agriculture 

o Best Grower Management Practices 

o Improved Greenhouse Construction for Energy Efficiency  
o Reduced Labor Costs 

o Enhanced Water Quality 

o Expanded Greenhouse Cooperatives  
 

                                                             
36 Matthew Krause, PhD, The UT-MVGA Flemish Vegetable Horticulture Experience, 2-23-2010 
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Finally, another important aspect from the Belgium trips 
were their use of cogeneration as a systemic energy 
efficiency consideration.  Not yet popular in the U.S., 
cogeneration has several distinct advantages when 
combined with best practices in the greenhouse industry.  
However, it is important to note that solutions to 
problems are based on judgments by multiple 
stakeholders; there are no best practices. Every problem 
is unique and solutions must be tailored. 37 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
As a startup venture, the Toledo food hub has a slight 
advantage because several hydroponic growers have begun 
producing year-round.  Still needed though is an increase in 
variety and quantity of products during the off season. 
  

                                                             
37 Hamm, Michael W.(2009) 'Principles for Framing a Healthy Food System', Journal of Hunger & 
Environmental Nutrition, 4: 3, 241 — 250 

Belgium Greenhouses, 2010 
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Risks 
 
o Chicken or the Egg? 
 

Managing supply and demand is the greatest challenge for hub operators.  “Most farmers 
don’t want to risk producing more or new products without first seeing a large and secure 
customer base. This is the “chicken or the egg” dilemma. In fact, food hubs have a greater 
challenge because the scale is larger and the requirements of quality, consistency, 
packaging and labeling, Good Agricultural Practices (GAP) is greater. 

 
Farmers want to know that their crops or products will sell.  Buyers, especially those with 
institutions and supermarkets, want assurances that the product will be there in the 
quantities and quality they need.”38 

 
o Price Sensitivity 
 

“Despite abundant indications of firm and growing demand for locally and regionally 
produced foods among consumers, many wholesale buyers still resist paying more for 
food items from a food hub than they would from another distribution entity.” 39 

 
o Managing Growth 
 

Outgrowing capacity in terms of physical infrastructure is often mentioned as long term 
challenges.  The Erie Street Market has plenty of flex space so this is not an issue. 

 
Implementing accounting and management software systems are other concerns.  One 
choice to consider is using QuickBooks as the internal accounting system.  It interfaces 
well with general accounting software used by accountants; it’s reasonably priced and 
easy to learn.  Food Hub Pro (http://www.foodhubpro.com) and Local Orbit 
(http://localorbit.com) are industry specific software programs that specialize in supply 
chain management and sales.  Either or both could be considered software tools.  

 
Not recognizing what the potential is and strategically growing at the right pace can be 
expensive oversights to long-term growth objectives.  As small businessmen and women, 
farmers have a deep understanding of sensible growth and will often offer insight. 

 
Operationally, access to capital is a financial challenge especially for startups.  Securing 
short-term revolving credit lines to better manage cash flow is important.  As an example, 
having enough reserve available to pay farmers within 2 weeks (or less) until the food hub 
receivables are re-deposited may take as long as 30-45 days. 

 
 
 

                                                             
38 Anthony Flaccavento, Appalachian Sustainable Development, Healthy Food Systems – A Toolkit for Building 
Food Hubs, July 2009 
 
39 USDA-AMS, Regional Food Hub Resource Guide, April 2012 
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o Food Hub Operator   
 

Other than identifying the need to locate a food hub at the Erie Street Market, the 
question of who is the food hub operator is of equal importance.   
 
Without a commitment from a group of individuals (farmers) or organizations with a 
vested interest somewhere within the supply chain, the likelihood of starting a food hub is 
negligible. 

 
Fortunately, we have seen serious interest by several groups who make logical food hub 
collaborators.  The beginning of the supply chain starts with farmers.  This grant has 
identified several Maumee Valley Growers with sufficient levels of interest to pursue a 
food hub to the implementation stage.  Current operators of “for-profit” food distribution 
businesses have also shown support.  Even non-profit organizations such as food banks 
that currently operate within the agriculture-related industry have expressed a desire to 
participate in some way.   
 
We also understand that “showing an interest” and “reaching for your wallet” represent 
two distinct levels of commitment.  Advancing this effort to an implementation stage is 
the next step in identifying those future partners.  It is at this investment stage that roles, 
responsibilities and liability acceptance can be identified.  See stakeholders section under 
Potential Early Adaptors on page 47 for a list. 

 
o Shortage of Trained Management Staff 
 

It is important that the management team has the experience in either a traditional 
distribution food business or a food hub located elsewhere.  In an emerging market, 
trained staff can be scarce.  However, there are several workshops and training facilities 
that operate in the U.S. where management insight can be gained.  For example, the 
University of Vermont, College of Agriculture & Life Sciences offers a 2-week certification 
course each January developing essential knowledge & skills for food hub operators. 40 

Topics covered include: 

 Business Planning & Assessment 
 Marketing 
 Sales 
 Value Chain Facilitation 
 Finance 
 HR, Staffing & Communication 
 Food Safety 
 Risk Management 
 Product Development 
 Supply Chain Management 

                                                             
40 http://learn.uvm.edu/program/food-hub-management/  
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 Storage & Warehouse Management 
 Distribution 
 Processing 
 Technology IT, Process & Systems 
 Quality Management System 

A food hub also often benefits from volunteer labor or interns as seasonal and part-time 
staff to assist in inventory management and logistics.   

 
o Regulatory Issues 
 

“Generally, manufactured food that does not cross state lines is regulated at the state 
level, typically by a state's Department of Agriculture.  Local health departments may also 
provide licensing and regulation.  For foods distributed across state lines, the 
manufacturing comes under FDA or USDA jurisdiction.”41 

 
Food safety, storage, labeling and packaging are other real, but manageable, regulatory 
concerns.  

 
o Technology Advancements 
 

As mentioned earlier, there are software programs that support the entire supply chain 
management and sales needs of the food hub operator.  Levels of automation can be 
incorporated to improve logistical efficiencies.  As the company grows, purchase and 
implementation costs versus efficiency saving s require short and long-term planning 
strategies.    

 
o New Food Safety Regulations 
 

Producers and their wholesale buyers will soon face new food safety regulations (under 
the Food Safety and Modernization Act (FSMA)) requiring special GAP training (Good 
Agricultural Practices).  When implemented, this gross revenue tiered system will likely 
eliminate some farmers from selling direct to wholesalers or even participating in a food 
hub operation.  For example, smaller farmers with revenue under $25,000 (current 
minimum threshold for FSMA) will be exempt and limited in selling direct only to 
customers at farmers markets and food stands in order to avoid regulatory burdens under 
the FSMA. 

 
o Cooling Concerns 
 

Produce has limited shelf life, thus making storage and handling very important.  Certain 
vegetables may require refrigeration both at the facility and during transport.  The 
industry typically anticipates 5% spoilage (shrinkage) but without best management 
practices that could increase quickly and become very costly. 

 

                                                             
41 FarmAid,  ACEnet’s Food Ventures Project, 94 Columbus Road Athens, Ohio 45701 www.acenetworks.org  740-
592-3854 

http://www.acenetworks.org/
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Benchmark Profits & Loss 

Revenue:    100% 

   Cost of Goods:   -67.63% 

   Cost of Sales:   -11.04 

Gross Margin:     

     21.33% 

   Overhead Costs:   -24.29% 

Net Margin:    -2.99% 

o Packaging and Labeling 
 

Labeling must be precise.  There are very specific protocols (weights and measures) 
required to be printed on each type of packaging.  Multiple uses of cardboard boxes are 
soon to be restricted also.  Advice from an expert in this field is highly advisable including 
the use of UPC codes, QR codes and branding techniques. 

 
o SWOT Analysis 
 

Information was acquired from growers, their families, employees, researchers, educators 
and industry suppliers throughout the study during formal and informal public meetings.  
See Attachment VI.  
 
 

Financial Projections 
 

 Comparables/Statistics: 
 

Based on the 2011 National Food Hub Conference survey, many food hubs are start-ups or in early 
development phases. Most are under 5 years old, generate less than $1 million in gross sales 
annually, are operated by seven fulltime staff (on average), and rely a good deal on volunteer 
labor (five people on average). Given their early stage of development, many food hubs still rely 
on grant money to provide services and carry out essential operational activities. 

 
Understandably, the success of a food 
hub to generate a positive cash flow is 
dependent on a local income stream 
from farmer goods and services 
minus the hub’s operational costs.   

 
A food hub is not just a building.  The 
logistics the food hub provides and 
the produce the farmers deliver are 
complimentary services and must 
provide benefit to both to insure a 
successful and sustainable operation. 
Both entities in the beginning of this 
supply chain must be profitable.   
 
A food hub is unique from traditional 
distributers in that it shares all costs with the farmers.  The challenge is being able to pay the 
farmers a fair and equitable price to make their efforts worthwhile yet NOT overprice the 
customers, and all while having enough dollars left over to manage the hub.  The cost of goods 
compared with final customer sales varies somewhere between a 15% - 25% profit margin.  
Meaning, the food hub must use this margin of funding to pay for inspection, processing, 
promoting and distribution of goods.  The average food hub loses a net 3% annually. 42   
 

                                                             
42 NGFN Food Hub Collaboration, 2013 
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Closer examination reveals that physical size and volume of food sold matters for hub profitability.  
As a general rule, the larger the sales volume, the greater chance of success.  
 
Twenty food hub operators were interviewed by representatives of the USDA-AMS in January and 
February of 2011. They were asked questions about the economic viability of their businesses.  
Here are some of their findings:43 
 

o 17 of 20 indicated that revenue generated from sales covers the core operational costs of 
aggregating, distributing and marketing food products, or were well on their way to 
achieving this. 
 

o Of those 17 above, 10 of these food hubs identified themselves as economically viable 
businesses at the time of the interview, five estimated that they would likely break even 
financially within 1 to 3 years, and two others stated more generally that they were “very 
close” to break-even status or “on track” to get there in a short period of time. 
 

o Of those 17 above, the median for years of operation for economically viable food hubs 
was 9.5 years, compared to only 5 years for food hubs that are not yet economically 
viable.  
 

o It is also worth noting that all the economically viable food hubs reported minimum gross 
sales of $1 million per year and median gross sales of $6 million per year, compared to a 
median of $500,000 in gross sales for food hubs that had not yet achieved economic 
viability. 

 
While most food hub operators are optimistic about their future economic viability, they are still 
concerned about how they will manage their future business growth.  Here are a few telling 
comments: 

 
o Like many for-profit businesses outside the food industry, several food hub operators 

cited the need to invest in additional infrastructure, such as larger warehouse space, more 
trucks, more sophisticated IT platforms for transactions and logistics, and additional 
cooler and freezer units. They didn’t foresee being able to make these investments 
without relying on external support. 

 
o Several food hub operators also stated that their reliance on in-kind contributions, such as 

free warehouse space and labor, will need to be addressed in order to achieve long-term 
viability. 

 
o “We need to increase sales and provide more revenue to cover costs.  That includes the 

cost of salaries.  There will always be an element of volunteer contributions, but we need 
to get a workforce that is paid.” 

 
o Some recognize that they need further support/partnerships if they are to offer a variety 

of complementary producer and community services. 
 

                                                             
43 USDA-AMS, Regional Food Hub Resource Guide, April 2012 
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o One hub operator expressed caution about the precarious nature of the food distribution 
business, where products are highly perishable, margins are razor thin and the vagaries of 
the weather can have a decisive impact on the success or failure of the business. 

 
Here are some key lessons hub partners should consider when starting a food hub network.44   

 
o Food hub networks need appropriate financial, social, and intellectual resources to help 

manage the collaboration infrastructure to foster multi-organizational support. 
 

o A food hub network can be most beneficial when food hubs have ready access to 
coordinated and synchronized technical and financial assistance. 
 

o Networks must be ready to customize communication and technical assistance to the 
needs of each food hub. 

 
o Network facilitators should use a servant leadership approach to support the network. 

 

o Local consultants and educators that serve food hub networks need to have adequate 
technical, business, and facilitation skills. 

 
o An environment of collaboration and the creation of spaces for collective problem 

solving are crucial to creating a robust food hub learning community. 
 

o Constant evaluation and revision of strategies is necessary to adapt to unanticipated 
needs and challenges that arise. 
 

o Network practitioners should view their network’s progress and evolution through the 
lens of an ecocycle rather than a lifecycle. Ecocycles are different from lifecycles in that 
birth, growth, and death are all occurring simultaneously  

 
Finally, it is important to note that a new food hub operation is a startup business.  As such, 
financing is likely to originate internally from those participants with a vested personal interest, 
lending institutions from within the agriculture   industry or through government grants or low 
interest loan programs.   The industry is unique.  A commercial lender is not likely to lend startup 
funds to a company that has such a high perishable risk and low profit margin.  Angel Investors are 
unlikely to fund ventures unless they can demonstrate scalability to at least $20 million in 
revenues in five years, and VCs look for $100 million over the same period. 
 

 Cost Analysis (Operations)  Fixed Costs, Cost of Goods, Profit Margin 
 

Many regional food hubs located in the colder 1/3 of the U.S. buy outside their region during the 
off-season especially if their primary product is fresh produce.  Our site would not be immune to 
this challenge.  Like other food hubs around the country, there are other income generating 
options to consider.   

                                                             
44 Michigan State University’s Center for Regional Food Systems (CRFS) in cooperation with the Wallace Center 
at Winrock International, surveyed more than 100 food hubs across the United States (Fischer, Hamm, Pirog, 
Fisk, Farbman, & Kiraly), 2013 
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Can the infrastructure and other assets be used for other purposes to generate revenue in the off-
season?  Can continued improvements in season extension and food preservation techniques be 
applied?  Should other product lines eventually be considered such as meat, dairy and value-
added products?  These are all valid questions and should be kept on the table as opportunities 
arise; however, our early thoughts are to keep it simple and focus exclusively on produce initially. 
 
Gathering statistics and updating best practices constantly evolves.  Recent interest in food hubs 
has generated a plethora of new data.   
 
Local food hubs tend to have a fairly slow growth.  National averages indicate that $1.2-$1.5M in 
gross sales is required to achieve breakeven status.  In certain areas of the country, this number 
can be higher and occurs somewhere between years four and nine.  The average food hub in the 
US is approximately 5 years old and losing about 3% annually.   
 
Food hub respondents to a 2013 Food Hub Survey reported they received 86% of their revenue 
from sales and 8% from grants or donations.45  Industry wide, fresh produce wholesalers generate 
on average about $12 million in annual revenue.  About 40% of the approximately 5,000 produce 
wholesalers in the country have less than $1 million in revenues. 46 Profitable food hubs tend to 
be in operation for eleven years or more.   
 
Understanding that these statistics are generalized with unique variables, it becomes crucial that 
“nest steps” include a well thought out strategic rollout to overcome these challenging thresholds 
during the implementation stage.  We’ve outlined our preliminary plan in the next section. 
 
Although not a comprehensive focus of this study, the first task the owner/operators must do is 
dedicate a half day fine-tuning the cost analysis using pricing structures and trends unique to its 
community and site location.  Incorporated into a strategic plan, this will determine the 
sustainability of operating the food hub facility throughout the calendar year.  This will touch 
upon the type and number of personnel required, identify if new markets need to be created or 
exiting ones simply expanded. 

Healthy Food Commerce Investments (HFCI) is the investment arm of Wholesome Wave.47  They 
provide an excellent business assessment spreadsheet to identify operational costs.  Another 
valuable financial resource is CoFED.  CoFED develops resources for student-run food coops. 
Videos and guides are available online http://www.cofed.coop/tools (Financial Management for 
Food Businesses) 

 Strategic Rollout 
 
This study focused on the Erie Street Market as the actual location.  Our financial analysis shows 

this site location can provide competitive operational costs lower than market rates because of 

                                                             
45 2013 National Food Hub Survey 
46 First Research, “Industry Profile: Fresh Produce Wholesalers,” November 21, 2011 
47 Malini Ram Moraghan, Darrow Vanderburgh-Wertz, Wholesome Wave, Food Hub Business Assessment 
Toolkit, March 2014  
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shared common space, utilities and a collaborative partnership with the City of Toledo. 48  Our 

proposed food hub is still a “startup” operation.  Because of that, we recommend the project be 

rolled out in two phases to best manage risk, investment and overall partner exposure.   

 

o Phase I – Startup (years 1-3):  The operation should ideally be located within a portion of 

either Bay 2, or 3. This allows for expansion and loading dock accessibility.  These bays are 

currently occupied by hydroponic grower Sustainable Local Foods.  They have indicated 

some degree of flexibility to move elsewhere within the four bays of the market which 

would involve future discussions.  They are collaborators on this grant. 

  

 If Libbey Glass…the current tenant in Bay 1 were to vacates their retail space, the 

storage area they use that connected by a ramp adjacent to the north side of Bay 

1 which is adjacent to Market Street would quickly be the preferred location 

choice.  This 3,840 sq. ft. also has one standard height loading dock on Market 

Street.  This option also allows for future growth expansion into Bay 1.   

 

 Bay 4 may be best suited for retail or community purposes drawing greater foot 

traffic to the market in general.  This is also consistent with the recommendations 

of the Warehouse District Committee and is not a location under consideration.   

 

o Phase II – Expansion (years 4-5):  The ability of the food hub to expand with as little 

disruption as possible is important.  Some reference to expansion has been made in the 

paragraphs above, but more specifically: 

 

 First, if the startup Phase I occurred in Bay 1, 2, or 3 and the food hub operation 

could eventually justify expanding into its entire space, very little disruption 

would occur.  It could still share space incrementally with other compatible users 

if necessary.  We know from our research that the most successful food hubs 

require at least 8,000 – 12,000 sq.  ft. generating a minimum of $1.5 M in annual 

gross revenue.   Bays 1, 2 and 3 each have about 18,000 sq. ft. of space.  See 

Attachment VII. 

 

 Second, if for some reason, additional space at the Erie Street Market is not 

available, there are several buildings nearby within the Warehouse District that 

could serve as alternative choices.  It’s also possible to consider constructing a 

new customized facility, although that is not the preferred choice within this 

District.   With a track record and proof of profitability, more financial options 

should be available.   See Attachment VIII. 

                                                             
48 It is important to note that at the time of this submission, the City of Toledo was in the process of negotiating 
a sale of the Erie Street Market.  Fortunately, potential buyers have indicated the desire of keeping a food hub 
operation as one of their viable uses.  Regardless of ownership, market forces should retain a range of similar 
cost structures ultimately associated with a lease agreement thus not changing our analysis significantly.    
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Site Assessment:  
 
The National Association of Produce Market Managers (NAPMM) met on November 3, 2010, to 
discuss opportunities for wholesale markets’ emerging as food hubs.  Interestingly, those observations 
mentioned below at this national conference also reflect building and site characteristics of the Erie 
Street Market: 
 

First:  Utilize public markets for aggregation and distribution of regional and local products. 
 
Second:  Raise the visibility of, and rehabilitating the image of, public markets as key players in 
a robust regional food system. 

 
Third:  Use public markets to increase healthy food access in neighborhoods of need. 

 
The close proximity of the Farmers’ Market to the Erie Street Market is another huge asset.   
 

The proposed Erie Street Market food hub location would move products from farms to markets.  
This involves some combination of transportation, inspection, temporary storage, cooling, processing 
/ packaging, aggregation and redistribution.  Managed with existing “farm to fork” industry software, 
this location will initially focus on produce only.   
 
The city of Toledo and state of Ohio plan on investing in the area.  The “Gateway Project” will provide 
two major improvements:  It will realign the “Trail” with Erie and Lafayette streets changing its 
confusing 5 corner intersection into a conventional 4-corner crossing near the entrance of downtown 
only two-tenths of a mile from the Erie Street Market.  It will also provide an additional exit leading 
directly to Market Street which borders the Erie Street Market.  This new exit will be supported by 
branded signage (tourist attractions) and beautiful landscaping replacing abandoned buildings and 
other eyesores.   
 
The facility has the capability of accommodating cost-effective data communication and inventory 
management tools via wireless internet availability.   

 
Two sales and inventory control software programs are under evaluation.   Local Dirt49 is a versatile 
tools that enables food hubs to communicate to buyers the volume and types of products available 
from its producers in real time, along with the capability to carry out online transactions and 
coordinate delivery logistics.  

 
Perhaps concurrently, Local Orbit50 is designed to give food hubs the software tools and capabilities 
needed to run the business, including a customized sales portal, marketing support and services such 
as payment processing. 

 
Building a sustainable operation blends attributes found in environmental, economic and 
social categories.  Its success demands a holistic approach because its value and the impact 
on the community are distributed in several ways.  For example: 

                                                             
49 l  
50  
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 Environmental 
 

The site offers opportunities to reduce waste and use alternative and renewable energy sources.  
There is an adjacent open area that could be designated as on-site composting site for food waste 
pending city guidelines.  Using best business practices and governmental guidelines, compost 
could be made available to community gardens and neighbors nearby.  Private sector partners 
have shown an interest in assisting the hub in composting best practices.  

 
Biodegradable cartons, boxes and other containers are current preferred methods of packaging 
for produce.  In Europe, they use plastic containers in the supply chain (including pallets) that 
could be picked up, sanitized and reused.  This practice of eliminating the use of boxes is trending 
recently in the US.  However, a plastic recycling program could still be managed at the site and 
available to all food vendors at a collection point.  Small profits from the program could offset 
minimal managing requirements.  MVGA currently has a recycling program that could be 
expanded. 

 
Additional renewable energy projects are being discussed pending funding.  These include solar 
electric (PV) and passive solar (skylights) to offset lighting costs.  A solar thermal system through 
which water is heated by the sun could augment the buildings’ existing hot water heating system.  
Solar photovoltaic panels using deep cycle battery backups can also be considered during electric 
outages or during the evenings.  A small wind turbine may not be practical at this location within 
the city but should be evaluated as a possible power source.  Regardless of which renewable 
energy resource is considered, partnerships with the universities and colleges are a natural next 
step and should be pursued. 
 
Growing hydroponically requires no soil.  Therefore, Phase I and Phase II testing results are of 
minimal consequence.   Perceptually (and realistically) this is an important advantage and selling 
point.  However, if remediation is required to adjacent land, treating and capping the site with a 
permeable parking surface could be a viable and useful consideration.  

 

 Economic 
 

The facility currently has flex space and excess capacity.  Its HVAC system is undergoing an 
upgrade.  A new roof is still needed at a cost of $600,000+ (estimated), but other than a minimum 
of leasehold improvements (e.g. painting, minor office improvements) the facility is structurally 
sound and ready to occupy. 

 
Leasing verses owning the facility is much preferred by the hub operator to conserve 
investment startup and working capital.  As with any new venture, initial growth is 
difficult to forecast.  A minimum of 3-4 years is anticipated to be cash-flow neutral 
depending on the financing model used.  A leased facility offers greater flexibility while 
allowing for better resource allocation for operations.   

 
The entire facility is heated by a hot water radiant heating system fueled by three natural gas 
boilers.  It is currently receiving a systems upgrade which will further increase heating and cooling 
efficiencies.    
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To augment this centralized system, there are grants available for solar thermal systems.  The 
USDA offers their Renewable Energy for America Program (REAP) grant every year in February 
which discounts energy efficiency system upgrade installations by 25% and statewide Green 
Energy Ohio has a program offering a 30% tax credit.  These discounts and credits are only 
available to “for profit” companies.  Since the City currently owns the building, it could be 
prorated to the benefit of the business operator who would apply for the grant.  Both programs 
can be used together.  If the facility is sold to a private sector owner, the entire investment 
amount can be used by that person or company. 

 
The easiest energy dollar saved is the one not spent.  Examples of conservation methods already 
underway is to replace aging metal halide and mercury vapor bulbs with either induction, 
compact fluorescents or LED lighting.   

 

 Social 
 
Public access and hydroponic tours can be promoted (other attractions to be determined) as an 
agritourism destination point including the impact new regional producers and customers bring to 
the distribution facility. 
 
Being located within Toledo’s central city food desert, community outreach is a natural.  Food 
awareness, education (cooking classes, meeting with farmers at the market on Saturdays) and 
healthy living (nutrition / exercise) are all examples of programs that food hubs can help 
coordinate and house under its umbrella of responsibilities.  Providing the facility and partnering 
with those organizations that specialize in these types of outreach would create significant 
educational opportunities, as well as general community-building and networking opportunities.  
 
As the area develops and critical mass increases, the justification for a new mid-sized central city 
grocery store and other food related enterprises becomes easier to promote. 

 

 
Operational Analysis:  

 
There are several candidates qualified to operate a food hub in the area.  Much of that determination 
will depend on whether the operation has a non-profit or co-op legal description.  Both of these 
classifications were most favored based on our stakeholder meetings.  Logical choices to operate the 
food hub at the Erie Street Market are named in the stakeholders section under Potential Early 
Adopters. 
 
It’s important to note that it is up to the future owner/operators to determine if they have the 
financial wherewithal, maturity, size, and scale to succeed in this endeavor.   
 
“The development and expansion of food hubs usually require significant upfront investment in fixed 
assets such as warehouses, pallet jacks, forklifts, coolers, trucks, packing crates, sorting lines, and 
other handling equipment. This type of infrastructure usually needs to be financed. 
 
Grant funds to support start-ups and expansions are needed to invest in these fixed assets, and also to 

position hubs as better candidates for loans. 
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Innovation is needed in areas such as financing, securing land and facilities, producer coordination, 
handling and delivery logistics, business management tools and IT platforms, and marketing 
techniques—all of which will help food hubs better manage and achieve their stated goals.” 51   
 
We understand if a food hub is to be pursued that a more detailed business plan will be necessary. 
Much of the logistical information on the next two pages that is specific to operation capabilities and 
considerations is referenced from the document Healthy Food Systems – A Toolkit for Building Food 
Hubs.52 

 

 Inspection/Unload 
 

Does the facility have the ability to meet food safety (GAP,GHP, HACCP) and possibly organic 
standards?

 
 

 
Farmers will need to be trained in quality standards for the produce they grow, including proper 
picking (size, cleanliness, and ripeness), post-harvest handling and Good Agricultural Practices 
(GAP) protocol. When they bring produce to the dock, it is inspected to be sure that the majority 
meets the classification standards of a  #1 or #2. This involves looking through the boxes or bins to 
ensure that a higher percentage of their produce is picked at the right size, ripeness or time of day 
(if it appears limp or shrunken). If a substantial portion of a grower’s produce does not meet the 
standard, it may be rejected at the dock. A poor quality batch of produce takes more time and 
money to grade, and slows down the process for other farmers. 

 
Farmers receive an invoice for their produce, noting the type of produce, number of boxes or bins 
and date of delivery. 

 

 Washing  
 

A single grading line can be used for every type of produce. Washing of produce usually occurs at 
the beginning of the grading line, and allows you to remove small amounts of dirt or dust.   

 
Grading is essential, especially when dealing with grocers and supermarkets. Good grading also 
increases income for farmers, as it enables the hub to find the highest value for different sizes and 
shapes of produce since different buyers have different standards for a “#1”. This is especially true 
for cucumbers, zucchini, summer squash, bell peppers, tomatoes and other items.  

 
The grading process allows you to sort out good quality “seconds” which can be used for value 
added purposes, other processing uses or food bank donations.   

 

 Storage (Coolers or freezers) 

 
With the exception of tomatoes and most winter squashes (butternut, acorn, etc.), it is very 
desirable to remove field heat from produce as quickly as possible. “Field heat” refers to the 
interior temperature of produce at the time of picking, and is usually close to the ambient 

                                                             
51 USDA-AMS, Regional Food Hub Resource Guide, April 2012 
52 Anthony Flaccavento, Appalachian Sustainable Development, Healthy Food Systems – A Toolkit for Building 
Food Hubs, July 2009 
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temperature over the preceding few hours. This is why early morning picking is strongly 
encouraged.  

 
Depending on the item and quantity, the produce is placed in a cooler at low temperatures (34 to 
38 degrees) and very high humidity (over 90%). A strong fan is then used to blow this cold, moist 
air through the produce for 15 minutes to one hour, again depending on the item and quantity, 
until the desired interior temperature is reached.  The produce is then moved, either to a 
standard cooler or directly to the grading line.  

 
Removing field heat extends the shelf life of produce, a critical attribute not only for your buyers 
and customers, but for your own reputation as well.  
 
Inevitably, the food hub will need to have the capabilities (space/electrical) to support large-size 
coolers/freezers. 

 

 Labeling  

 
Labeling helps establish the hub’s identity in the market place and help consumers feel connected 
to the local farmers who raised their food.  Labeling also enables stores to capture any price 
premium.  It also allows them to track the sales of products from the hub, by item and in total.  
But labeling can also be expensive, more so in the actual application of labels, than in their 
production.  

 

 Aggregation/Packaging 
 

In the beginning, aggregation may not be particularly important.  However, when orders start 
requiring ten different items and over 1000 total cases of produce, aggregation is critical. 
Aggregation can also happen without a packing facility (e.g. through an internet based farm-to-
consumer website). 

 
Aggregation can also make distribution more cost effective as a full truck costs less per case to 
transport than one that is half empty. 

 
One of the decisions to consider early on is whether the hub will aggregate the products of 
multiple farmers as it relates to the food hub brand. Some producers will like to maintain their 
own identity.  

 
Buyers can select items from specific producers, using a web-based system that displays what’s 
available and facilitates ordering.  Farmers and food entrepreneurs then bring their products to 
the food hub where the orders are then packed from among several producers.  

 
While this system works very well, it is geared for a large number of small buyers – primarily 
households and some restaurants – and a monthly distribution system.  It is much more efficient 
to sell to a small number of large buyers with shipping twice per week.  This becomes a business 
decision. 
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 Distribution  
 
An effective distribution system is critical to the success of any food hub. Often, it is one of the 
most expensive components as well, particularly for highly perishable items (like produce) that 
must be shipped frequently.  It is possible to cover your costs, even generate a small amount of 
net revenue, with careful planning of delivery routes and a reliable supply of product. 

 
The single most important determinant of net costs or revenue in shipping is whether or not your 
truck is full.  Plan your sales and delivery accordingly, focusing on closer buyers during times when 
supply is lean. 

 
Although it varies, most food shippers charge a per-case delivery fee, which represents the 
primary means to offset costs (“Backhauling” products for companies is the other, wherein you 
bring their product back to your area, charging a fee for that service, rather than returning with an 
empty truck.) The more cases you can put on the truck, the more revenue you generate. Delivery 
fees vary widely, with cross-country produce often tagged with a $5-$7 per-case fee. A local or 
regional food distribution system has, potentially, a competitive advantage here. The hub can 
charge much less, possibly in the range of $2-$3 per case. 

 
The other factors in determining shipping revenue are the size of the truck and the relative bulk of 
the product. A 4’x 4’ pallet holds 80 flats of grape tomatoes, 40 cases of bell peppers, or only 25 of 
cabbage or cantaloupes. Because it is not feasible to charge different per-case fees for every 
product, you must be careful to consider weight and bulk in planning your deliveries, and before 
that, your product selection.  
 

o Typical Costs: 

 
 Payments (based on a 5 year loan and a used vehicle):  $7,000 
 Maintenance        $1,500 
 Taxes and fees        $1,500 
 Vehicle insurance       $2,000 
 Total annual fixed costs:      $12,000 

- Number of deliveries (3 / week x 20 weeks)    60 
- Fixed costs/deliver ($12,000 ÷ 60)     $200 

 Variable costs, per delivery: 
- Labor (based on $25/hr for 12 hours)    $300 
- Fuel (based on 600 mile round trip, 10 mpg, $3/gal).  $180 
- Misc. – tolls, meals, etc.      $70 
- Variable costs per delivery      $550 
- Total cost/delivery       $750 

 
A 24’ truck can hold 10 (sometimes 12) pallets, each of which can hold from 25 to 80 
cases. An average of 50 cases/pallet or 500/truckload is a reasonable basis for estimate. In 
this instance if you charged a $2/box delivery fee, it would take 375 boxes (approximately 
8 full pallets) to break even. 

 
Other key distribution considerations include:  
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 Proper refrigeration temperatures (different for tomatoes than most other crops) 
 Tight, secure wrapping of pallets to preclude shifting and falling of boxes 
 Proper loading, so that the last delivery goes on first 
 Dock timing to ensure that your driver arrives at the dock(s) within their receiving 

hours 
 Driver training and following Federal Highway Safety Administration (FHSA) rules 

particularly regarding weight limits and limits on driver hours. 
 
It’s worth considering working out a contract with a nearby distribution company that is 
reasonably priced and assures the food form the hub will be handled with care and 
reaches the customers on time. 

 
 Administrative 
 

o Labor/Payroll – An experienced (or trained) food hub manager and staff will need to be 
hired to conduct all activities involving the operation.  The actual number of employees is 
dependent on production volume which is undetermined at this time 
 

o Office Equipment – A minimal amount of office equipment is needed.  All items could be 
used, reconditioned or donated with exception of a laptop computer, smart phone or 
iPad.   
 

o Logistical Equipment - Other logistical equipment will also be required pending volume 
and automating needs. 
 

o Transportation - A refrigeration truck may or may not be required depending on the food 
hub’s role within the supply chain.  

 

 Utility costs 
 
All utilities listed below currently are paid by the City of Toledo.  Much like a condo association, 
many are common costs.  Eventually, however, as the Erie Street Market facility is developed, it 
may need individual meters to better identify specific usage. 

 
o Electricity 

 
The orientation of the building’s four bays are East/West making the pitch of the roofs 
North/South.  This is a perfect orientation to place solar electric or solar thermal (hot 
water systems) on the roof.  They are also ideally pitched at around 35® for this latitude.  
Although municipalities can’t always qualify for grants or low interest energy efficiency 
loans, private sector for-profit businesses may have more choices available to them.  
Considering the installation of photovoltaic (PV) systems to offset grid generation and 
transmission costs is important especially if special lighting and refrigeration is used.   
 

o Natural Gas 
 
Heating a warehouse facility is a much more tempered challenge than the extremes of a 
greenhouse which is either very cold or very hot.  The Erie Street Market uses a three hot 
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water boiler natural gas system that heats the entire building.  The system is currently 
being upgraded to greater efficiency standards.  As mentioned earlier, a smaller solar 
thermal system could augment the heating load.  Grants and low interest loans are 
available and should be considered to offset potential purchases and installation costs. 
 

o Water 
 
“The facility is served by the City of Toledo’s Public Utilities Division involving a 
community of approximately 454,000 people and 129,411 service connections.  The water 
treatment system obtains its water from Lake Erie with a design capacity of 181 million 
gallons per day.” 53 
 
Historically, water quality issues have been excellent and affordable.  However in August 
of 2014 there was a tap water ban mandated for Toledo residents.  This 2-day ban was a 
result of high algae toxin levels discovered in water from Lake Erie. 
 
Algae blooms have been in existence for decades and vary from year to year.  This 
incident has prompted government officials at all levels to collaborate with academic 
researchers and agriculture industry leaders to address future risks and decrease the 
likelihood of this length of ban occurring again.  Legislative and scientific 
recommendations are ongoing. 
 
As a result of this incident, Sustainable Local Foods a hydroponic producer located at the 
Erie Street Market, which is currently served by Toledo’s water supply, maintains an 
inventory of enough water for several days of operations.  As serious as this incident was, 
it is anticipated future water management protocols will limit this occurrence to a one-
time event and, thus, should not discourage future hydroponic opportunities. 
 

o Telecommunications 
 
High speed internet and phone service is available through several suppliers within the 
region.  The facility itself is likely to require additional wireless or direct connection 
modifications to be 100% covered internally.   
 

o Co-Generation 
 
In Europe, cogeneration (combined 
heat and power or CHP) is a very 
popular option using an engine to 
generate electricity, waste heat and 
CO2.  These large, high-powered 24 
cylinder natural gas powered engines 
can produce about half the electricity 
needed for greenhouse s including 
much of their winter heat 
requirements.  Additionally, when CO2 

                                                             
53 Ohio EPA Drinking Water Source Assessment for the City of Toledo, August 2003  
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is channeled via capillary tubes near the roots of plants it can increase growth 
approximately 15%.  Unfortunately, this technology is not as popular in the United States.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Insurance 
 

There are several types of insurance to needed such as property and directors-officers. 
 

o Property – Provides protection against most risks to property, such as fire, theft and some 
weather damage.  This includes specialized forms of insurance such as fire insurance, 
flood insurance, vehicle, events insurance, or boiler insurance, etc.  

 
o Directors and Officers - Liability insurance protects past, present and future directors and 

officers of for-profit or nonprofit companies from damages resulting from alleged or 
actual wrongful acts they may have committed in their positions. 

 

 Other 
 

o Public Access – Hydroponic tours are available by contacting Sustainable Local Foods 
direct.  Their operations which are currently located in Bays 2 and 3 and are perfect 
opportunities for interested individuals, potential vendors and school children to learn 
more about the value of hydroponic growing of lettuce, tomato and herbs.  If the Erie 
Street Market develops into an ecotourism attraction with other facility amenities, it is 
likely to be the hub operator that will coordinate those activities, but that is yet to be 
determined at this time. 

 
o Public Transportation – The Toledo Area Regional Transit Authority (TARTA) provides a 

bus stop at the corner of Erie and Market streets directly outside the door of the Erie 
Street Market.  
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List of Potential Collaborators: 
 

For food hubs to reach their full economic, social and environmental impact, it is essential they 
engage and leverage resources with a wide range of community stakeholders. 
 
Identifying those stakeholders was the first step in assembling a team and important relationships 
needed to facilitate a successful food hub operation.  Many were already engaged in different 
aspects of a future food hub.  They were vetted into a list of logical stakeholders and potential 
partners within the academic, public and private sectors.   
 
Second, we followed with a series of group emails and handouts to better target their potential 

interest and roles.  Organizational and one-on-one meeting’s followed to either develop new 

relationships or expand existing ones.   (Study Participants, see stakeholder section below) 

Third, we identified regional stakeholders and potential beneficiaries willing to commit (verbally) 
to the mutual benefit of a regional food hub operation.  (Potential Early Adopters, see stakeholder 
section below) 

 
Some stakeholders were contacted several times throughout the study.  We divided our list of 
stakeholders into three categories based on interest and willingness to participate in the early 
stages of a new food hub operation.  See below:   

 

 Stakeholders 

 

o Complete Listing - Attachment III 
 

o Primary Participants 
 

 Academic Partners:  OSU Extension, OSU Education Offices-Columbus/Wooster, 
Owens Community College, USDA/ARS, University of Toledo Plant Science and 
Urban Affairs Ctr. 

 
 Public Sector Partners: American Rivers, Area Office of Aging NW Ohio (Lucas & 

Wood Counties), City of Toledo Land Bank Program, City of Toledo Council 
Members, City of Toledo Economic Development Office, Congresswoman Marcy 
Kaptur’s Office, Green Energy Ohio (GEO), Lucas County Commissioners,  Ohio’s 
Department of Tourism, Toledo Public Schools, Toledo Zoo 

 
 Private Sector Partners:  Al Peake & Sons, Bench Farms, Bostdorff’s Greenhouse, 

Center for Innovative Food Technology (CIFT), Chariott Produce, City of Toledo, 
Community Supported Agriculture (CSA), Financial Institutions, Creque’s 
Greenhouse, Don Scherer-Emeritus BGSU,  EnPuzzlement,  Feed Lucas County 
Children (FLCC), Foundations (local), Grayhawk, Hirzel Canning, Hoen’s Garden 
Center, Master Gardeners, Mercy Healthcare, Michael’s Catering, MVGA Business 
Committee and Members, Natural Capital Investment Fund,  Ohio Farm Bureau, 
NW Ohio Food Bank, NW Ohio Food Council, Palmer Energy, Poggymeyer,  
Premier Garden Services, Pro Medica, Sam Okun Distributers, Schmidlin’s 
Greenhouse, Seagate Food Bank, Shared Legacy Farms, SOFO Foods, Sustainable 
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Local Foods, The Andersons, The Chef’s Garden, The Collaborative, Toledo Area 
Ministry, Toledo Botanical Garden, Toledo Grows, Toledo Farmers Market, 
University Church, WSOS Community Action Commission, Inc., Waldo & 
Associates, Wardell’s Greenhouse, Warehouse District Association, Whitehouse 
Specialty Crops LLC 

 
o Potential  Early Adopters, Partners – Categorical Listing (Some  fit more than one listing) 

    
 Community Development: 

- CDC’s 
- City/County 
- Financial Institutions/Foundations 
- Master Gardeners 
- Neighborhood Gardens 
- Ohio’s Department of Tourism 
- Ohio Farm Bureau  
- Toledo Area Ministry (SNAP, WIC)  
- Toledo Botanical Garden/Toledo Grows 
- University of Toledo’s Urban Affairs Ctr. 

 
 Consumers: 

- Area Office of Aging NW Ohio (Senior Coupons) 
- Caterers 
- Corner Stores 
- Feed Lucas County Children 
- Food Banks 
- Hospital/Healthcare Systems (Double SNAP) 
- Industry/Misc. organizations (Larger Facilities) 
- Restaurants 
- Small/Mid-Size Grocery Stores 
- Charter/Parochial/Public Schools 
- Universities /Colleges 
 

 Education/Awareness:   
(Nutrition, Food Preparation/Instruction, Food Research, Food Safety, Food 
Service Training, Health & Wellness) 

- Area Office of Aging NW Ohio (Lucas & Wood Counties) 
- Center for Innovative Food Technology (CIFT) 
- Food Banks 
- Hospital/Healthcare Systems 
- USDA/ARS 
- Universities /Colleges 

 
 Owners/Operators (Investors):   

- Existing Food Distributers 
- Farmers 
- Food Banks 
- Hydroponic Growers 
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Conclusions: 
 

 Summary 

The supply chain starts with the farmer and ends with the consumer.  When all is said and done, it 

is clear that without the support of area farmers, a food hub has no chance of success.  An initial 

financial AND product commitment from this group is THE critical first step in the food hub 

implementation.    

Next, the operation must be business-centric… balancing product volume and variety with year-

round meticulous management oversight with a positive cash flow always in focus.  Quality is a 

critical performance measure.   

Finally, establishing best business practices that customers can count on.  Promises made and 

promises kept become the cornerstone to long-term, multi-year customer relations sustainability.   

As the study progressed and more farmers understood the workings of a food hub, we were able 

to shift discussions to levels of skill sets needed to operate a successful operation.   Should our 

food hub be involved in the entire supply chain or only a portion of it?  Asking this question forced 

participants to really think about the process and their interrelationship along the entire supply 

chain.  Discussions on a variety of topics, such as the number of farmer participants, facility and 

infrastructural requirements, floor plans for optimal production flow, handling and distribution 

equipment, anticipated start-up and operating costs, who the customers are and so on, still need 

further assessment.   

Members of the agriculture industry are made up of very independent, self-reliant individuals 

proud of their ability to survive and prosper.  They are generally not ones to jump into new 

projects unless there is a compelling chance for success.  These traits were very obvious when we 

debated the pros and cons of a new food hub venture.  Most growers were skeptical, yet open-

minded.   

We saw a pervasive reluctance to not consider themselves as the food hub operator from an 

individual perspective.  However, they seemed considerably more open to sharing that role, 

which would be characteristic of a co-op operation.  No one wanted to “go it alone” but if a 

predetermined number of participants were committed, a food hub venture might be possible.  

Strength in numbers trumped individual opportunity. 

The study highly recommends that key personnel (at least two individuals) receive formalized 

training at one of several food hub educational facilities throughout the U.S.  

 Feasibility Study Evaluation 

Fortunately, there was quite a bit of information available on-line and through webinars to 

evaluate successful, marginal and unsuccessful food hub operations in the US today.  As a result of 

this information and local input, we are confident in asserting that a strong need and interest for a 
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food hub in Toledo’s central city has been indicated.   

Our journey was deliberate, measured and challenging at times.  The pace was more of a 

marathon than a sprint.  The growers required “processing time” to evaluate the opportunity.  

Forcing the issue simply promoted push back and discouraged “buy-in.”  

Because of this reticence, answering the “want” question or identifying exactly who would step 

forward and invest in a food hub operation was more elusive, but encouraging.   The comfort of a 

co-op entity showed more support than a non-profit operation.  Therefore, identifying a small 

group of early adopters who were willing to “birth” a startup food hub co-op organization soon 

became the targeted directive.  

 Goals and Objectives Met? 

This report was more detailed than anticipated.  We included more support material (out of 

necessity) in an effort to better present an array of valuable information in the hopes of 

identifying future owner(s)- operator(s).  We believe this allowed us to confidently achieve our 

initial objectives. 

Early in the study we quickly realized there was a significant gap in understanding as to what a 

food hub actually was.  There was also confusion as to a potential competitive relationship 

between a food hub and existing distribution centers.  This discovery obligated us to spend a 

significant amount of time analyzing the variety of food hub examples nationwide and how our 

community might “fit” into a similar supply chain locally.  

Feedback was obtained through a variety of community meetings and presentations.  Many of 

those participants are listed in the previous stakeholder section and met with us several times.   

o Site Location 

Goal/Objective 1:  Determine if the Erie Street Market’s centralized site location is best 
suited for aggregating, processing, and distributing locally produced food products. 

 
The Erie Street Market location is very suitable as a food hub location.  It provides flex 
space, centralized heating/cooling, loading docks, free parking in a safe environment and 
reliable internet access. 
Logistically, it is scalable and 
can grow as business needs 
increase and become more 
complex. 
 
It already has a history of 
functioning as a public 
market.  Aggregation and 
distribution of regional and 
local food products has a 
particularly long track record. 
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The Warehouse District in which it resides is undergoing a renaissance and supports a 
food hub operation as part of other food related activities.  They are very interested in 
increased foot traffic into the area.  Neighborhood infrastructure improvements are 
underway and are beginning to raise the visibility and image of a viable and exciting 
downtown urban living opportunity.    
 
The positive impact of a food 
hub on the community 
should be substantial.  The 
property is contiguous to the 
Farmers’ Market making it a 
desirable asset to build upon 
as key community leaders 
repurpose the district.  A 
robust regional food system 
will benefit area 
neighborhoods and their 
quality of life.  Being located 
near other food distribution centers and a food bank is also an asset. 

 
o Costs of operation 

Goal/Objective 2: Identify operational costs associated with a calendar year enterprise. 
 
A sustainable operation 
blends attributes found in 
environmental, economic and 
social categories.  It is this 
holistic approach that is 
characteristic of a food hub 
operation and should be a 
cornerstone to its mission 
and purpose. 
 
A viable food hub by its very 
nature should positively impact 
the community by promoting other food related businesses in the downtown area.    
 
Understandably, some stakeholders and growers remain skeptical as to the profitability of 
a food hub operation.  They stressed that management and logistical experience within 
the agriculture industry, ideally, would be of great benefit.  They also felt a greater focus 
needed to be with those participants at the beginning of the supply chain …mainly the 
producers, farmers.  Distributing and selling the product didn’t seem to raise as much 
concern as long as there was enough volume and variety available with product quality 
being extremely important.  Nearly everyone felt a viable food hub by its very nature 
would positively impact the community and other food related businesses in the 
downtown area.    
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Gathering statistics and updating best practices constantly evolves.  Recent interest in 
food hubs has generated a plethora of new data.   
 
Local food hubs tend to have a fairly slow growth.  National averages indicate that $1.2-
$1.5M in gross sales is required to achieve breakeven status.  In certain areas of the 
country, this number can be higher and occurs somewhere between years four and nine.  
The average food hub in the US is approximately 5 years old and losing about 3% annually.   
 
Food hub respondents to a 2013 Food Hub Survey reported they received 86% of their 
revenue from sales and 8% from grants or donations.54  Industry wide, fresh produce 
wholesalers generate on average about $12 million in annual revenue.  About 40% of the 
approximately 5,000 produce wholesalers in the country have less than $1 million in 
revenues. 55 Profitable food hubs tend to be in operation for eleven years or more.   
 
Understanding that these statistics are generalized with unique variables, it becomes 
crucial that “next steps” include a well thought out strategic rollout to overcome these 
challenging thresholds during the implementation stage. 
 
The first task the owner/operators must do is to dedicate a half day fine-tuning the cost 
analysis using pricing structures and trends unique to its community and site location.  
Incorporated into a strategic plan, this will determine the sustainability of operating the 
food hub facility throughout the calendar year.  This will touch upon the type and number 
of personnel required, identify if new markets need to be created or exiting ones simply 
expanded. 

There are several excellent business assessment spreadsheets available to identify 
operational costs.  

o Identify stakeholders and future hub operators 

Goal/Objective 3: Ascertain the interest level of regional stakeholders and their capacities 
to participate in a managed food hub.   
 
We were able to identify potential early adopters that would consider being a part of a 
food hub operation in some capacity.   
 
This effort is built on consensus rather than one individual or organization.  More time is 
needed which extends beyond the scope of this grant period for the MVGA to reach a 
higher consensus level to get solid commitments of future food hub charter members.   
 
Regardless, MVGA plans on continuing their awareness and education efforts to build 
confidence with these stakeholders after this grant period concludes on March 31, 2015.  
The organization feels business owners (and others) will step forward and eventually 
commit to a new food hub operation in Toledo’s central city. 

                                                             
54 2013 National Food Hub Survey 
55 First Research, “Industry Profile: Fresh Produce Wholesalers,” November 21, 2011 
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Recommendations/Next Steps: 
 

We have compiled data from several sources that support the need for a food hub in Toledo’s central 
city.   
 
Although more elusive, we also received enough industry feedback to believe if a co-op organization 
can be formed, a food hub operation is feasible.   
 
We recommend the following next steps: 
 
 Continue to Create Awareness and Pursue Interest   
 
Continue to create awareness of what a food hub is and how it would impact the community.  Project 

timing is important.  Starting a food hub now may make more sense than ever. Sharing information 

and knowledge freely and having a strong willingness to help others through a network has been a 

hallmark of the people who are building local food systems. There’s value in being able to connect the 

right people with each other at the right time. 56    

Only recently has there been a heightened awareness of the value a food hub can bring to the 
community.  At least three existing area greenhouse facilities have augmented their flower production 
with hydronic food offerings.  Another grower has been operating for about a year at the Erie Street 
Market producing hydroponic vegetables and is expanding their operations.   
 
As of this writing a new and large Canadian company has purchased hundreds of acres in nearby 
Fulton County about 30 miles west of Toledo-  in Delta, Ohio with the intent of setting up a large 
hydroponic facility.  Collectively, these operations provide a unique food hub advantage with fresh 
vegetables available year-round.     
 
Within two years we will see the completion of the “Gateway Project.”  This city/state funded project 
involves the reconstruction and reconfiguration of one of Toledo’s busiest entrances into the city - the 
Anthony Wayne Trail.   
 
The city recognizes the impact local food production and distribution has on its community by 
investing in this project.  An ideal time to plan and build out the food hub operation would be during 
the 2015-16. 
 
 Get Commitments from Early Adopters  
 

Continue to pursue and flush out ownership and management details to gain insight as to who or 
what organization will commit to its operation. The feasibility Study has created a “buzz” within 
the community and that momentum should not be “put on the shelf.”  

 
  

                                                             
56 Michigan State University’s Center for Regional Food Systems (CRFS) in cooperation with the Wallace Center 
at Winrock International, surveyed more than 100 food hubs across the United States (Fischer, Hamm, Pirog, 
Fisk, Farbman, & Kiraly), 2013 
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 Pursue Financing   
 

Apply for the Local Food Promotion Program (LFPP) Implementation grant.  If awarded, the grant 
funding will be used to establish a new regional food hub in Toledo, Ohio’s central city.  As part of 
the proposal, training and technical assistance will be scheduled for management, producers or 
members of the new business enterprise.   
 
When the core investors are committed and personal financial contributions are established, 
pursue private sector funding for both lines of credit and second round financing (years 2-5).  This 
Feasibility Study should be updated and expanded into a more detailed Strategic Plan whereby 
both an organizational legal status can be established and accounts opened up.    

 

 

Budget – Feasibility Study 

 
Attachment X  

 

Contact Information: 
 
Joe Perlaky       Nicole Nelson Miller  
Project Consultant – MVGA     Grant Program Manager - LFPP 
419-356-4847       202 720-2731 
perlaky@bex.net      Nicole.Nelson@ams.usda.gov  
 
Toledo Botanical Garden      Local Food Promotion Program 
C/O Maumee Valley Growers Association   USDA, Agricultural Marketing Service 
5403 Elmer Drive      1400 Independence Avenue, SW 
Toledo, OH 43615       Room 4534-South Building, MS 0269 
www.maumeevalleygrowers.com    Washington, DC 20250-0269 
 
 

Velma Lakins 
Agricultural Marketing Specialist 
Phone: 202-690-8103 
Email: Velma.Lakins@ams.usda.gov 
Website: www.ams.usda.gov/LFPP 

Local Food Promotion Program 
USDA Agricultural Marketing Service 
1400 Independence Avenue, SW, 
Room 4534-S 

Room 4534-South Building, MS 0269 

Washington, DC 20250-0269 
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ATTACHMENT - I 
 
Food Hub Benchmarking Statistics - 
Report on Findings, National Good Food 
Network (NGFN), 2013 * 
 
 
 
Net Margin 
33rd %  1% 
Median  5% 
67th%  14% 
Average -3% 
 
Total Sales 
33rd %  $824,573 
Median  $1,102,579 
67th %  $1,460,148 
Average $1,653,780 
 
Cost of Goods Sold 
33rd %  $409,333 
Median  $626,492 
67th %  $918,690 
Average $1,260,780 
 
Number of Customers 
33rd %  130 
Median  173 
67th %  300 
Average 326 
 
Facility Size (Square Feet) 
33rd %  2,500 
Median  4,000 
67th %  7,285 
Average 9,018 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gross Margin 
33rd %  24% 
Median  30% 
67th %  43% 
Average 21% 
 
Sales per Employee (FTE) 
33rd %  $104,086 
Median  $257,573 
67th %  $301,441 
Average $286,788 
 
Total Overhead Costs 
33rd %  $167,072 
Median  $278,889 
67th %  $624,632 
Ave rage $444,533 
 
Number of Vendors 
33rd %  45 
Median  80 
67th %  85 
Ave rage 79 
 
Sourcing (Number of Miles) 
33rd %  75 
Median  250 
67th %  300 
Average 521 
 
 
*In these charts the data are broken down into 
percentiles to show the range of the numbers. 
Because of the small sample size, the range of 
results is more descriptive than the average of 
results. 
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ATTACHMENT - II 

National Food Hub Collaboration 2011 
Preliminary Findings from Public Market Survey 

(Completed by 45 Food Hubs Nationally) 

 
 

 Entrepreneurs took the organizing lead in establishing 40 percent of the food hubs. 
 

 It is an emerging industry: 60 percent of the food hubs have been in operation for 5 years or less. 
 

 Average food hub sales are nearly $1 million annually. 
 

 Food hubs employ, on average, seven full-time and five part-time employees, with an average of 
five regular volunteers. 

 

 The median number of suppliers to a food hub is 40, many of whom are small and mid-sized 
farmers and ranchers. 

 

 Food hubs offer a wide range of food products—fresh produce is their primary product category - 
and sell through many market channels; restaurants are an important entry market. 

 

 Food hubs are socially driven business enterprises with a strong emphasis on “good prices” for 
producers and “good food” for consumers. 

 

 Food hubs are actively involved in their communities, offering a wide range of services to both 
producers and consumers. 

 

 Over 40 percent of food hubs are working in food deserts to increase access to fresh, healthy, local 
food products in communities underserved by full-service food retail outlets.
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ATTACHMENT – III 
Stakeholder Email Contact Information 

(as of 2-21-15) 
 

1. Alan Bernard abernard@ciftinnovation.org 

2. Ali Kinney  alik@chefs-garden.com 

3. Alicia Rittenhouse  AliciaR@AmericanHort.org 

4. Allen Schmidt  allen@schmidtbrosinc.com 

5. Amber Leuth  alueth@natorp.com 

6. Amy Abodeely  abodeela@co.lucas.oh.us 

7. Amy Stone  stone.91@osu.edu 

8. Andy Keil, Sr.  AndyKeil@email.com 

9. Anne Schenk  aschenk@palmerenergy.com 

10. Becky Strain  beckfar@aol.com 

11. Beth Scheckelhoff  scheckelhoff.11@osu.edu 

12. Bethany Deakins  livewell@ymcatoledo.org 

13. Bill Dearing  mrflowers@toast.net 

14. Bill Schmidt  bill@schmidtbrosinc.com 

15. Bill Zemnicki Jaz0341@aol.com 

16. Bob Froelich bob.froelich@syngenta.com 

17. Bob Hoen  bob@hoensgardencenter.com 

18. Bob Jones Jr.  bobj@chefs-garden.com 

19. Brittany Jones bjones@unitednorth.org 

20. Bryan Ellis  bellisfarmer@gmail.com 

21. Carol Contrada  ccontrada@co.lucas.oh.us 

22. Cathee Thomas  Catheethomas@rocketmail.com 

23. Chad Olson  colson@lcedc.net 

24. Charles Krause  Charles.krause@ARS.USDA.GOV 

25. Cheryl Rice  Cheryl.Rice@OH.USDA.GOV 

26. Chris Bernacchi  cbernacchi@ballhort.com 

27. Chris Foley  christopher_foley@owens.edu 

28. Chris McCullough cmccullough@andersonsstore.com 

29. Claudio Pasian pasian.1@osu.edu 

30. Craig Bauer  bauer@bauerlawn.com 

31. D. J. Mears dmears@co.lucas.oh.us 

32. Dan & Sandy Knitz Sandy@Amplex.net 

33. Dan Madigan  dan.madigan@maritz.com 

34. Dave Beck  dave.beck@eisc.org 

35. David and Cindy Bench david.cindybench@gmail.com 

36. David Gasior  villagegreen70@yahoo.com 

37. David Ross  davidr@sepro.com 

38. David Steiner  dsteiner@blackmoreco.com 

39. Dean Krauskopf krauskop@anr.msu.edu 

40. Dean Palm  dpalm@greencirclegrowers.com 

41. Deb Bettinger  deb@bettingersgreenhouse.com 
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42. Debbie Vas  deb@theseagatefoodbank.org 

43. Denise Gehring dhgehring@gmail.com 

44. Diane Giddens oakpark4u@aol.com 

45. Diane Miller  diane.miller2@utoledo.edu 

46. Diane Riehm riehmfarms@yahoo.com 

47. Dick Bostdorff  bostdorffgreenhouse@midohio.twcbc.com 

48. Don / Janice Bench  benchmorefarms@yahoo.com 

49. Don Schmidlin schmidlin.don@gmail.com 

50. Donald Schooner dschooner@ibnature.com 

51. Doug Bettinger  dbettinger@floralandscape.com 

52. Duke Wheeler  info@wheelerfarms.com 

53. Elizabeth Harris glasscitygoatgals@gmail.com 

54. Eric Stallkamp  erics@berger.ca 

55. Frank Calzonetti frank.calzonetti@utoledo.edu 

56. Fred Loch  lochsgreenhouse@centurylink.net 

57. Galbraith galbraithfarms@yahoo.com 

58. Gene Klotz  info@klotzfloral.com 

59. Gregg Rice  grheavyroller@gmail.com 

60. Gus Corso  gus@corsosperennials.com 

61. Heather Fox  foxheather86@gmail.com 

62. Helen Elden gm@phoenixearthfoodco-op.com 

63. Hirzel Canning Co. & Farms  wjhirzel@hirzel.com 

64. Ian Hoen  ian@hoensgardencenter.com 

65. James M. Caldwell  caldwell@toledofoodbank.org 

66. Jan Hunter nnn@naturallynative.net 

67. Jane Ruvolo  jane.ruvolo@mail.house.gov 

68. Jason Fausey  Jason.Fausey@us.nufarm.com 

69. Jeff and Eileen Creque jeffcreque@embarqmail.com 

70. Jeff and Joni Foster  jjplants@embarqmail.com 

71. Jeff Campbell  jeff@alparonesource.com 

72. Jeff Jeffers  tjjeff04@aol.com 

73. Jeff Rhodes rhodesgardenfresh@sbcglobal.net 

74. Jenni Barnes  jenni@schmidtbrosinc.com 

75. Jennifer Boldt  jennifer.boldt@ars.usda.gov 

76. Jerry Sullivan  blackdiamondshare@gmail.com 

77. Jess Tracey jtracey@northcentralschool.org 

78. Jessica McClure jessmcclure5@gmail.com 

79. Jessica Nagel jnagel@woodlane.us 

80. Jessica Schultz  jessica_schultz@mhsnr.org 

81. Jill Bench jillbench@yahoo.com 

82. Jim Johns  jimlovaglio@yahoo.com 

83. Jim Locke  Jim.Locke@ARS.USDA.GOV 

84. Jim Peer  

85. Joe Hirzel jhirzel@hirzel.com 
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86. Joe Hirzel  jrhirzel@wcnet.org 

87. John Barrows barrowsgrhse@aol.com 

88. John McGowan  jmcgowan@landmarkplastic.com 

89. John Urbanowicz  john@urban-growers.com 

90. Josh Miller  mills8878@yahoo.com 

91. JR Hernandez jrnashley1031@gmail.com 

92. Karen Ranney Wolkins karen.ranneywolkins@toledogarden.org 

93. Karen Wood wood43402@gmail.com 

94. Keith Dill  kdasso@woh.rr.com 

95. Ken Lewandowski  kenl@waldoinc.com 

96. Kenny Brinker  kbrinkerinc@gmail.com 

97. Kim Bunge  kimbunge@waldoinc.com 

98. Kim Lepiarz  kimlepiarz@yahoo.com 

99. Kimberly Wistinghouse kbwist@roadrunner.com 

100. Kirk Mizerek kmizerek@palmerenergy.com 

101. Kris Curts  ckurt@fm-bank.com 

102. Kurt Bench  bench76@hotmail.com 

103. L. J. Ohlman III  ljo3@ohlmangreenhouse.com 

104. Larry Ohlman  larryo@ohlmangreenhouse.com 

105. Larry Schmidt  larry@schmidtbrosinc.com 

106. Lawrence Boellner ajboellnerinc@sbcglobal.net 

107. Leah Foley finance@phoenixearthfoodco-op.com 

108. Leanne Meiring leanne.meiring@gmail.com 

109. Lee Richter richter.71@osu.edu 

110. Lievens Bros. Farms inc.  chadlievens@bex.net 

111. Lisa Blake tiamat128@gmail.com 

112. Lynch lynchlbc@aol.com 

113. Marcia Mora mora73105@embarqmail.com 

114. Mark Evans mevans@ehrnet.com 

115. Mark Langan  mulberrycreek@yahoo.com 

116. Mark Sullivan  blackdiamondperrysburg@hotmail.com 

117. Martin Lemle  lemlesgreenhouse@gmail.com 

118. Matt Brodbeck mbrodbeck@bex.net 

119. Matt Connell  matt.connell@syngenta.com 

120. Matt Krause matthew_s_krause@mac.com 

121. Matt Salgado thedisplacedchef@yahoo.com 

122. Maurine Dougherty maurinedougherty@yahoo.com 

123. Melisa Sherman  sherman.melisa@gmail.com 

124. Michael Krueger  michael@lakewoodgreenhouse.com 

125. Michelle Weber info@weberranchllc.com 

126. Mike mikewh49@windstream.net 

127. Mike Hopkins  mhopkins@palmerenergy.com 

128. Mike Huggett  mhuggett@takii.com 

129. Mike Okdie Chariott_foods@toast.net 
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130. Mike Scaroleta bgfitness@yahoo.com 

131. Mike Schenk  mschenk@ehrnet.com 

132. Milk Kitchen  mlk.kitchen@bex.net 

133. Mo Tressler  allthingsfoodllc@gmail.com 

134. Nancy Robinson  nrobinson@andersonsstore.com 

135. Nathan Bersee nbersee@gmail.com 

136. Neil Reid  neil.reid@utoledo.edu 

137. Nic Botek njb9601@gmail.com 

138. oeffa  oeffa@oeffa.org 

139. Omega Meats omegameats@gmail.com 

140. Oscar Shaheer ooshaheer@yahoo.com 

141. Pat Arnold  arnoldsales@windstream.net 

142. Pat Penrod ppenrod@evgvikings.org 

143. Patrice Powers-Barker powers-barker.1@osu.edu 

144. Paul Ackerman  PJA@ackermanforklift.com 

145. Paula Hicks-Hudson  paula.hicks-hudson@toledo.oh.gov 

146. Paula Ross psross@ameritech.net 

147. Penny Bollin  verbenaspring@gmail.com 

148. Peter Ujvagi  psujvagi@aol.com 

149. Philip Peake phil@alpeake.ocm 

150. Polly Peterson  polly@infgreen.com 

151. Rachel South  benchfarms@gmail.com 

152. Ralph Keefe  R.keefe2448@gmail.com 

153. Rebecca Liebes  rliebes@areaofficeonaging.com 

154. Rebecca Singer  rebecca.singer@eisc.org 

155. rebecca white info@ibnature.com 

156. Rich Eshleman riche@opman.com 

157. Rick Jaques  rick@simplygreenls.com 

158. Robin Hawkins  robin@grayhawkgreenhouse.com 

159. Roger Barrow whitefordgreenhouse@mac.com 

160. Roger Zielinski  cypsaver@sbcglobal.net 

161. Ron Bettinger  bettingerfarms@aol.com 

162. Ron Schneider  schneider0553@att.net 

163. Russ Schifferly  RussTES1@gmx.com 

164. Ryan Steyer ryan.steyer@mail.house.gov 

165. Sandy Fall  sandyfall@hotmail.com 

166. Sandy Spang  sandy.spang@toledo.oh.gov 

167. Sara Brick-Sturt cjbrick@embarqmail.com 

168. Sara Moynihan  Sara.Moynihan@ProMedica.org 

169. Scott Bowman scottbowman56@yahoo.com 

170. Scott Delaney wam.afterschool@gmail.com 

171. Scott Leisner  scott.leisner@utoledo.edu 

172. Sean Smith smith.5944@osu.edu 

173. Shannon Kane shannon.kane@leonagroup.com 
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174. Shari Ohlman  Shar3901@yahoo.com 

175. Sharon Barnes  slbarnes@barnesnursery.com 

176. Shawn Dearing  dirtfarmer007@bex.net 

177. Steve and Ilene Fruth sugarhouse1@tds.net 

178. Steve Carver scarver@ofa.org 

179. Steve Miller stevemiller@millerlandscapeandgardens.com 

180. Steve Weihl  sweihl@agcredit.net 

181. Steven Spitler  sspitler@co.lucas.oh.us 

182. Sue Wolf sue@wolfsbloomsandberries.com 

183. Sun Gro Horticulture  johnsu@sungro.com 

184. Susan Muenzer nilssoncw@hotmail.com 

185. Susan Noblet susan.noblet@toledogarden.org 

186. Ted Beroske  beroskes@bright.net 

187. Theresa Hoen  theresa@hoensgardencenter.com 

188. Timothy Schneider  Timothy.Schneider@ProMedica.org 

189. Tina Skeldon Wozniak TWozniak@co.lucas.oh.us 

190. Tom & Sharon Strain  tjs3rd@aol.com 

191. Tom Britton tabritton@bex.net 

192. Tom Creque tcreque@buckeye-express.com 

193. Tom Moser tmoser@agcredit.net 

194. Tom Oberhouse  Tom.oberhouse@yahoo.com 

195. Tom Overmier  to43532@aol.com 

196. Tom Smith tsmith@PWfourstar.com 

197. Tom Wardell twardell@embarqmail.com 

198. Tony Maziarz maziarza@co.lucas.oh.us 

199. Tony Rohrs  trohrs@rohrsbros.com 

200. Wade Smith  wade@wscrops.com 

201. Wade/Ann Kahrs akw@fulton-net.com 

202. Walter Krueger  walter@lakewoodgreenhouse.com 

203. Willie  Gombash bcountr191@aol.com 

204. Yvonne Dubielak  yvonne.dubielak@toledogarden.org 

205. Zack Pernack  zpernack@griffinmail.com 
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ATTACHMENT - IV 

Joe Perlaky - BIO 

 

Joe’s career is diverse.  He’s held several program manager positions, written and managed grants, and currently is 

consultant for northwest Ohio’s Maumee Valley Growers Association.  He recently completed his tenure at the 

University of Toledo (UT) as Business Liaison for their LEADERS program.  Previously, he served as Program Director 

for Special Research, Alternative Energy and Economic Development Projects for the UT’s Office of Research.  Joe has 

more than 30 years of business management and economic development experience in the private, pubic and 

academic sectors.  He serves as treasure of Green Energy Ohio (GEO) and local organizer for northwest Ohio’s annual 

Solar Tour.  Joe has organized several workshops and seminars on alternative energy topics and often speaks to 

community groups regarding renewable energy opportunities.  An entrepreneur at heart, he is frequently called upon 

to consult with startup and early adaptor tech transfer companies.  From 2003-2007, he produced, engineered and 

recorded the electronic CD versions of Entrepreneur Magazine’s “How to” Guides, “State Your Business” and three 

top selling paperback books.   He also engineered and recorded “Ohio: A Sentimental Journey” celebrating Ohio’s 

200th year anniversary.   Joe received his BE and MBA degrees from UT and is also a graduate of the University of 

Oklahoma’s American Economic Development program. 

 
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE: 

 Maumee Valley Growers Association – Consultant/Executive Director, 2011-Current  

 University of Toledo – Liaison, Scientist/Business, 2012-2014 

 University of Toledo – Program Manager, Maumee Valley Growers, 2005-2011 

 University of Toledo – Mgr.,Special Research, Alternative Energy and Economic Development Projects, 2002-2005 

 Regional Growth Partnership (RGP/RTA) - Economic Development Business Specialist , 2000–2002 

 Business Owner, Industrial and Commercial Drycleaning, 1981-2001 

 City of Toledo – Commissioner, Economic Development, 2000 

 City of Oregon – Executive Director, Economic Development Foundation, 1995-2000 
 
EDUCATION: 

 University of Toledo, MBA – Masters of Business 2001 

 University of Oklahoma, Graduate of the American Economic Development Council 1998 

 University of Toledo, Bachelor of Education 1979 
 
AWARDS/GRANT PROJECTS: 

 Consultant, Toledo Farmers’ Market, Marketing Promotion Program  
- Local Farmers’ Market Promotion Program (FMPP) grant, WSOS 2015 

 Consultant, Viability of a Food Hub Adjacent to the Farmer's Market in Toledo's Central City, Feasibility Study  
- Local Food Promotion Program (LFPP) grant, MVGA 2014-15 

 Consultant, Local Government Innovation Fund, Feasibility Study  
-     Intergovernmental Imaging Lab Program, Lucas/Wood Counties, 2012-13  

 Consultant, Existing-Future Job Creation Opportunities, Ohio’s 9th Dist.  
-     PV and Wind Supply Chains, UT/Oberlin College/GEO, 2011  

 Contributor, Ohio’s 9
th

 Dist. Energy Demand/Consumption Report,                 
-     Oberlin College/Palmer Energy Company, 2011 

 Produced/Engineered/Recorded, “How to” Guides Series, “State Your Business” Series & several paperback books  
-     Entrepreneur Magazine’s electronic versions of books to CD, MP3 and Podcast downloads, 2003-2007   

 Engineered/Recorded, State of Ohio Bicentennial CD, 2003  

 Designer, City of Oregon Industrial / Quality of Life Brochure – AEDC Superior Rating, 1999 

 Designer, City of Oregon Economic Development Web Site – AEDC Superior Rating, 1999 

 Consultant, Site Specific Report Detailing Land Control in City of Oregon’s Industrial Park – AEDC Superior, 1999 

 Consultant, Cooperative Pubic Boating Facility, ODNR Feasibility Study Grant - City of Oregon, 1996                                

 Award, Entrepreneur of the Year Award Recipient - State of Ohio, 1994  
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ATTACHMENT – V 
Ohio and Belgium Social, Economic, Environmental and Geographical Characteristics 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 US 
2010 

Belgium 
2010 

+/- 

Industrial Sector 6.7 16.9 +2.5x 

Commercial Sector 10.2 ----- ----- 

Residential Sector 11.5 23.9 +2.1x 
   

Electric Rates 

(US $ per/kWh at 1 Euro = 1.3388 U.S. Dollars) 
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ATTACHMENT - VI 

SWOT Analysis 

Food Hub 
 

Strengths: 

1. Potential for sustainability within 3 years with grant assistance and initial seed/working 
capital 

2. Control its own destiny (Several legal designations available and areas of focus) 
3. More participation available within Farmers’ Market, MVGA and other NW OH & SE MI 

stakeholders 
4. Participation valued for both suppliers and purchasers 
5. Operates similar to small business organization with committed manager/staff 
6. Participants committed to see Food Hub succeed 
7. A number of Federal/State Government Ties involving funding and education 
8. Transparent communication/networking with all participants  
9. Software supply chain management including internet, on-line sales 

(quantity/quality/pricing) 
10. Shared customer base 
11. New revenue stream for small and mid-sized farmers 
12. Low risk for farmer 
13. Centralized location, easy ingress/egress. 
14. Drop off point for farmers and a pick up point for distribution companies that want to buy 

source-verified local and regional food 
15. Agricultural-based suppliers and researchers support 
16. Available utilities/loading docks/storage 
17. Year round production and sales (several hydroponic facilities nearby) 
18. Able to engage in existing supply chain relationships 
19. General overhead costs seem reasonable 
20. A facility that provides space and equipment for food to be stored, lightly processed, 

packed, palletized and possibly even sold under a Hub’s regional brand 
21. Environmental friendly facility (recycling, solar-thermal, composing, neighborhood garden) 
22. Potential as an agritourism attraction 
23. Entrepreneurial attitude 
24. Supported by the City of Toledo and the community 
25. Management team that coordinates supply chain logistics, including seeking market for 

producers and coordinating efforts with distributors, processors, and buyers.  
26. A grant-funded business plan could be completed before opening the food hub  
27. One-stop-shop for local restaurateurs / institutions to purchase produce  
28. Having a feasibility study/business plan available is a good idea 
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Weaknesses: 

1. Sustainability, not enough revenue in first 3 years to be self-supporting, need investment 
or grant dollars  

2. More hard work for leadership, more challenges and headaches (Spreading too thin?) 
3. Something new, change is uncomfortable, risk of failure 
4. Supply chain management experience needed involving either warehouse or food hub 

operations 
5. Management needs strong financial skills with systems in place for hub and farmer access 
6. Variable market pricing  
7. Marketing strategies yet to be determined 
8. Margins are very tight under the $1,000,000  gross revenue threshold 
9. Initially, trust between farmer, hub operator and customer regarding pricing strategies and 

production expectations  possible 
10. Hub operator not determined.  No one has stepped forward (still early)  
11. Startup and working capital needed, yet to be determined 
12. Not enough growers in the winter 
13. Employees / volunteers may need certain specialized skills or experience 

 

Threats 
1. Toledo could miss a food hub opportunity thus forcing farmers to travel elsewhere 
2. Competition from other food hubs & distribution centers 
3. Farmers not seeing value in joining the food hub operation, low participation 
4. Increased government regulation (Food safety, packaging, storage, pest control) 
5. Weather fluctuations, supply chain inconsistencies 
6. Consumers not valuing  nutritional food and healthy living 
7. Not starting with software solutions and internet sales (Inventory/pricing) 
8. The hub may be perceived to compete with existing food distributers thus diluting the 

effort 
9. Consumer under educated as to what a food hub is and how to use it  

 
Opportunities 

1. Exploit year round production and sales (Hydroponics) 
2. New niche markets and produce specialization 
3. Small to mid-size farmers have new selling outlet 
4. Increased local food production  
5. New farmer participation, broader base including CSA’s 
6. Potential revenue through a variety of program offerings 
7. Better link to the community via food donations of “seconds” to neighborhoods and food 

banks  
8. Fill the food hub void.  There are no hubs within 60 miles or 1 hour travel distance 
9. Could encourage interest in generational participation 
10. Could broker food “deals” 
11. Centralized location to offer educational programing, seminars and social meeting place 
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12. Software supply chain management including internet, on-line sales 
(quantity/quality/pricing) 

13. Increased farmer networking  opportunities and collaboration 
14. Potential food hub to food hub collaboration 
15. Increased generational participation   
16. Local support, can tap into unmet demand and market 
17. Local, State and Federal Government Grants. Develop USDA funding streams that could be 

used to target regional food hub development 
18. Increased corporate sponsorships 
19. Collaboration with other associations, research and development organizations 
20. Connect with institutional users: TPS, Toledo Parochial, UT, BGSU, ProMedica, Mercy 

Health Care Systems and others 
21. Job creation 
22. Demand is greater than supply 
23. Could be a valuable anchor for a future central city grocery store and other food related 

enterprises 
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ATTACHMENT – VII 
Erie Street Market Internal Footprint 
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ATTACHMENT – VIII 
Toledo’s Warehouse District 

(* Erie Street Market Location) 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 

  

* 
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ATTACHMENT – IX 
Press Release 
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ATTACHMENT – X 
Final Budget – Feasibility Study 

 

 


